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It is hardly too much to say that John Steinbeck is now the most eminent of living American novelists.​[1]​


In addition to the fact that, for a lover of literature, it is undoubtedly more inspiring to translate literature than a manual for a sewing machine, a literary translation distinguishes itself by the fact that the source text can be experienced at many more different levels. Whether one experiences this as a challenge or a problem, the first thing the translator of a piece of literature has to do is make sure he or she understands the source text at all these levels. A good example of this would be a translation of The Grapes of Wrath, the novel, later made into a film, that won John Steinbeck the Pulitzer Prize in 1940 and the Nobel Prize in 1962. 
	John Steinbeck is one of the greatest American writers of the twentieth century. Although his best-known novels are all set in California, roughly in the Salinas Valley region, where Steinbeck originated, he is not a regional author in the local, limited-scope sense – the themes of his books are larger than their regional backdrop. One of his most important books (if not the most important one) is The Grapes of Wrath, a novel which uses a (seemingly) simple plot to expose the great social wrongs of the time, which caused a nation-wide uproar, and is still firmly established in high school and college curricula throughout the United States and abroad. Steinbeck wrote The Grapes of Wrath towards the end of the Depression era, as a grand finale to years of social criticism of the situation that had arisen due to a crashed economy and the way authorities handled the crisis.
	Considering the social commentary and implicit political connotations, the book was fairly controversial, especially at the time. It appeared in the same period that it is set in, the economic Depression and drought of the 1930s, and it was based on thorough investigation, including close contact with a camp leader in a camp for homeless ‘Okies’ (the rather derogatory term for the dispossessed migrants from Oklahoma and other Great Plains states). Although the book portrayed contemporary reality – in fact, Steinbeck himself claimed reality was even worse – he was accused of having invented the whole story, especially in California and especially by large landowners. The book was banned from several schools and libraries, both in California and Oklahoma, where the people were angry with Steinbeck for portraying the Okies as backwards and crude. This controversy not only led to a lot of social criticism, but eventually also to negative literary criticism. In spite of literary recognition in artistic and intellectual circles, with the Pulitzer and Nobel prizes, Steinbeck was later ‘revised’:

It is easy for us now to see that, despite his Nobel Prize, the art of John Steinbeck (1902 – ) has been irremediably flawed by sentimentality and oversimplification of character.​[2]​

	All critical comments notwithstanding, The Grapes of Wrath is undisputedly an exceptional book. It is easy to focus fully on the social message, as many critics have enthusiastically done. However, Steinbeck himself already indicated that the story has much more to it on many different levels. For instance, it is also (and this is not too hard to pick out either) an illustration of the condition humaine: a tribute to the perseverance and humanity of the ordinary man in extraordinary circumstances. The ordinariness of Steinbeck’s main characters is illustrated by their manner of speech, both their vocabulary and their pronunciation, which Steinbeck recorded in such a way that the reader can almost hear the people talk. Furthermore, the story has some (glaringly obvious) biblical themes, from the Plagues of Egypt and the Exodus to the Promised Land and Christ, and even makes use of biblical rhetoric in various places. The Grapes of Wrath certainly offers plenty of angles.
So how do you translate such a book? The translator must keep an eye on all the different aspects of the book, from the political impact (both at the time and the possible meaning it could have for the author’s own time) and the truth-fiction ratio (after all, can you tamper with actual facts as much as you may with pure fiction?) to the author’s style and the language used by characters and narrator. The Grapes of Wrath poses a particular challenge when it comes to these last issues as well, as the protagonists and in fact nearly all secondary characters speak in regional and social dialects, rendered true in writing:

“But, God Awmighty, Ma! A fella needs meat if he’s gonna work.”
“Jus’ you sit quiet,” she said. “We got to take the bigges’ thing an’ whup it fust. An’ you know what that thing is.”​[3]​

A successful translation deals with all these issues, on the literary and the linguistic level. Just as the readers would be upset to find a chapter missing, they would (or should) be upset to find another part, that is, another aspect of the work, missing, from the political and social reality of the time in which it is set (and was written) to the style, the literary intertextuality and interpretation. This thesis, therefore, deals with the translation of The Grapes of Wrath. How is this important and yet controversial book to be translated? Which issues exactly are involved in such a project and how are they solved? Such a project must, of course, eventually culminate in a translation. Now a full translation of The Grapes of Wrath would be a little much for a thesis, therefore, I will here limit myself to one of the most important scenes of the novel: Jim Casy’s death, which, as I shall outline, certainly includes many of the most important translation-related issues.























   						“The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”​[5]​
                                                            
 
The Great Depression of the 1930s is both the background and the central issue of The Grapes of Wrath. The misery of the Depression years, a combination of a collapsed economy and a natural disaster (the Dust Bowl): the story deals with the way people handle all this suffering – the poor people who choose to do good and the rich who exploit the situation and make everything worse (at least, according to the novel). Steinbeck deals extensively with the Dust Bowl, the difficulties with the banks, the ineffective attempts of the government to set things right and the fear-born tyranny of the landowners in California. The story relates how people practically dropped dead by the side of the road on their way to the Promised Land, and how large groups of workers and their families starved in terrible and hopeless conditions. Was this the actual situation, or is it all just fiction? 
The broad outlines of the Depression era are of course fairly well known: the strained economy of the 1920s eventually led to the stock market crash in ’29. In itself it is not that remarkable that years of abundance alternate with years of famine (a known fact in the economy as much as the Bible), but why the 1930s Depression was as bad as it became is still unclear and hotly debated. Different economists have different theories about it, but in broad terms, the general consensus is such: the stock markets in the 1920s were doing extremely well, to such an extent even that stocks had become more valuable than the companies they represented. Once the people started cutting back a little on their expenditures, and various companies had to cut back a little as a result, the gap between the stock market value and the true value of the stocks widened exponentially. As soon as the investors realised this, the prices started to drop rapidly. This had been going for about a month before the famous crash in October ’29, after which wide-spread panic caused a vicious circle in which companies and investors lost their investments and failed to repay loans to the banks. This caused the banks to collect on other outstanding loans from people who could not pay them yet; the people at large stopped buying all but the necessary products, which in turn caused companies to go under – people lost their jobs, and so it continued. Especially in the cities, where the largest concentrations of factory workers lived, unemployment rose to several millions. 
	The farmers in the country, such as Steinbeck’s characters, were not as much affected by all this: after all, they worked for themselves and grew their own food. However, they were soon to experience problems of their own:

The thirties began in economic depression and in drought. The first of those disasters usually gets all the attention, although for the many Americans living on farms drought was the more serious problem. In the spring of 1930 over 3 million men and women were out of work. They had lost their jobs or had been laid off without pay in the aftermath of the stock market crash or the preceding fall. Another 12 million would suffer the same fate in the following two years. Many of the unemployed had no place to live, nor even the means to buy food. They slept in public toilets, under bridges, in shantytowns along the railroad tracks, or on doorsteps, and in the most wretched cases they scavenged from garbage cans – a Calcutta existence in the richest nation ever. The farmer, in contrast, was slower to feel the impact of the crash. He usually had his independent food supply and stood a bit aloof from the ups and downs of the urban-industrial system. In the twenties that aloofness had meant that most farm families had not fully shared in the giddy burst of affluence – in new washing machines, silk stockings, and shiny roadsters. They had, in fact, spent much of the decade in economic doldrums. Now, as banks began to fail and soup lines formed, rural Americans went on as before, glad to be spared the latest reversal and just a little pleased to see their proud city cousins humbled. Then the droughts began, and they brought the farmers to their knees, too.​[6]​ 

The Dust Bowl was a natural disaster that the wetland Dutch can barely imagine. It started with a major drought on the Plains, a vast expanse of land across the states of Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Colorado and Kansas. The 1930s were a period of remarkably high temperatures and much less rain than usual on the Plains, and while the farmers were more or less used to droughts, as they did occur more often in those regions, this one lasted an extraordinary long time. This in itself was not a good thing for the crops and the cattle, but unfortunately the drought did not come alone. Worster points out that the agricultural intensification of the optimistic 1920s had already done a great deal of damage: the earth was exhausted by the wrong crops, too little variation and too little ‘rest’. The top soil was destroyed by over-ploughing, and the long grasses that would normally hold the ground in place had all been removed for growing such things as cotton.​[7]​ This means that the fertile soil was completely free and started to dry out in the drought. So as soon as the winds began to stir, the situation was quickly completely out of control. The fine dry dust of the soil went up in the air, and the winds from the Plains carried it, on occasion, as far as New York and into the sea. Not only were the dust clouds often just massive (they could easily raise a hundred metres into the air and last a few hours or even a few days!), they were also heavy enough to where it became very hard to see. After one such storm, the entire landscape and everything in it would be covered in a thick layer of dust and dirt, at times knee-high or higher. Especially children, old people and those who suffered respiratory diseases sometimes did not survive such a storm. The same applied to cattle and wild animals:

As the dust buried the fences, horses and cattle climbed over and wandered away. Where there was still water in rivers, the dust coated the surface and the fish died too. The carcasses of jackrabbits, small birds, and field mice lay along the roadsides by the hundreds after a severe duster; and those that survived were in such shock that they could be picked up and their nostrils and eyes wiped clean.​[8]​

The worst years, around 1935, experienced as many as twenty such storms a year. It affected everything. In the worst-hit areas, people wore dust masks on the streets, and a large portion of the farming population could not manage the damage, or did so only barely. Many were dependent on government grants. Small wonder that many of them decided to try their luck elsewhere! 
So that is why a good few million people packed their families and belongings in a car and went to find a better place. Those people quickly became known throughout America as ‘exodusters’ or ‘Okies’ (although not all of them by far came from Oklahoma). Most of them went to California, known for its wonderful weather (warm, but no dust!) and, as one of the western-most states with a history of fine crops and gold rushes, the very American Dream come true.​[9]​ There were many more poor people who came to California looking for work, in fact: the Dust Bowl refugees were far outnumbered by migrants from other states (the Oklahomans made up about 15% of all migrants)​[10]​, but that hardly mattered to the Californians: “no matter what your reason for being poor, or your place of origin in the southern plains states, once across the Colorado River you became an ‘Okie’.​[11]​ The Dust Bowl migrants were the stereotypical poor sods, so it is not very surprising that Steinbeck focused on those people for his novel. Although, in all honesty, his 1939 novel may have vastly contributed to the stereotype, especially for modern Americans’ image of the times.
Unfortunately, the American Dream in California suffered as much from the Depression as it did in most other states, and the ‘Okies’ themselves caused more social problems just by coming in. The poor working conditions on farms had previously chased away many of the original farm workers, mainly Mexicans and Asian immigrants. This meant that California had large, potentially profitable fields of fruit and not nearly enough people to bring in the crops. The landowners thought to solve this problem by advertising that they had jobs to offer. They spread flyers in other states, especially where the conditions were particularly bad, such as in Oklahoma and Kansas, promising an endless supply of jobs and good pay.

They hoped to attract more people than they could use because surplus labor equals low wages, but this equation backfired. California’s corporate farmers were unprepared for the tidal wave of Okies that swept into their state. At first the growers had an advantage, since the hungry newcomers fought one another for jobs, but with the passage of time thousands of people were left unemployed and homeless, began to starve, turned sullen and threatening, and at last California found itself in the middle of an explosive social crisis.​[12]​ 

The government set up a few camps, but those could not house everyone by far. Many people ended up living by the side of the road, in small camps without basic facilities. Because there were just so many Okies (regardless of whether they actually came from Oklahoma or not), the Californians started to become a little afraid of them, and treated the immigrants like trash. The workers were soon being intimidated by the Californian police, and everyone who had the nerve to ask for a slightly higher wage than the money offered (which was usually between 20 and 30 cents an hour, and preferably 20) was immediately made out to be a communist. This could not, of course, go on for long.
Luckily, the situation never really got out of hand. There might have been some minor riots here and there, but it never came to a revolution, partly thanks to the New Deal measures taken by president Franklin Roosevelt, who started slowly setting things right from 1933/34. The New Deal consisted of a whole series of measures – from subsidies to farmer and an end to prohibition to work projects for the unemployed, such as building roads and dams. As many politicians opposed the New Deal, both for ideological and practical reasons, not everything Roosevelt tried to do was actually realised, and other measures were quashed by the Supreme Court for being unconstitutional. In the end, however, he was successful at reviving the economy somewhat, and though it would be the war industry that would finally end the Depression, things had already clearly improved towards the end of the 1930s from the point it had been at when Roosevelt was elected in ’33. The revolution that The Grapes of Wrath portrays as all but unavoidable, was avoided after all. 
 	In fact, maybe it was not all as hopeless as Steinbeck makes it out to be. James McGovern, in And a time for hope, argues that the Depression did not depress the Americans all that much:
 
Although Roosevelt’s caring leadership and new Deal programs were very helpful, they do not explain adequately the remarkable stability of American society or the confidence manifested by Americans in the 1930s. Regardless of the Depression and independence [sic] of Roosevelt and the New Deal, the American people retained positive and hopeful attitudes about themselves and their country, and these attitudes helped to lighten the heavy pressures of the times and were essential to produce a relatively tranquil decade in America.​[13]​ 

	Steinbeck’s observations about the Okies are often, of course, imaginatively useful, 	but many are simplistic and many others simply inaccurate.​[14]​ 

However, one must not forget (though it is easy enough to do) that ultimately, The Grapes of Wrath is a work of fiction: the Joads never did exist, and Steinbeck did not pretend to paint a faithful picture of the facts. “It was the right book at the right time,” according to Edward Robb Ellis in A Nation in Torment: “It touched off a national explosion of protest about the plight of the dispossessed. It was debated less as a novel than as a profound sociological treatise.”​[15]​ Many Americans even today consider the Joads the prototypical Okies. All the same, The Grapes of Wrath is not a history book: it is, in fact, a work of fiction. Albeit fiction with a clear message.





























Steinbeck and The Grapes of Wrath

I don’t know whether I could write a decent book now.​[17]​
					

John Ernst Steinbeck was born in Salinas, a small town near Monterey, California, on 27 February 1902. Both his parents were fairly well-educated and they were fairly well-off. Steinbeck was raised on religious principles. As a young boy, he would occasionally make some extra money by working on farms, and it has been suggested that that is where he got his love for the land.​[18]​ He attended the University of Stanford for about five years, occasionally taking classes that interested him. He tried a bit of maritime biology, theology and law, but the academic world could never really hold his attention long.

His time at the University, from which he left without a degree, confirmed rather than weakened his sense of solidarity with working men and women (as opposed to artists, intellectuals, and the wealthy) whose labours, deprivations and amusements he shared.​[19]​

In 1925, Steinbeck moved to New York, only to quickly return home when he found that he was unable to support himself as a writer. He came back to California and in 1929, the same year that the Depression started, he published his first novel: Cup of Gold. It was not much of a success. He kept writing and publishing, but it never really made it big, so Steinbeck and his wife were often on the brink of poverty. He was finally successful in 1935 with Tortilla Flat, which was shortly afterwards made into a film, and truly made a big name for himself with Of Mice and Men in 1937. This, incidentally, does not mean that his financial difficulties were over, but it does mean he had become a well-known author. Which mainly bothered him: people throughout the country wrote letters to him asking for the money he still did not have, and he hated it. He was very much concerned with the conditions of the Depression and had been writing critical articles and columns about the affair in the San Francisco News. He also wrote captions for Dorothea Lange’s pictures and visited various migrant camps. In the end, Steinbeck started working on a new book, which was to be completely different from Tortilla Flat and Of Mice and Men, both to write himself out of his own depression and to compile his social criticism, but the project did not fare so well. He destroyed both his first and his second attempts. The third went a lot better. Steinbeck wrote The Grapes of Wrath at an incredible speed in the summer of 1938. When it was done, his wife made up the title, and the book was published in 1939. It had an incredible impact, though not everyone was quite as pleased with it.
The book was a sensation in newspapers and magazines across the country. Enthusiasts read it eagerly and urged it on friends and public authorities. It was banned and denounced by others as propagandist, obscene, sensational, Communist and – in Oklahoma – as a vile defamation of a fine sovereign state of the Union.​[20]​ 

Some indignant people, including some in Salinas, Steinbeck’s own place of birth, even burned the book. But whether it was a faithful rendering of the facts of not, The Grapes of Wrath once and for all made the Okies an issue both nationally and on the Californian political agenda. The book was made into a film in 1940 (directed by John Ford and starring Henry Fonda as Tom Joad, it is still considered a cinema classic), and in that same year, Steinbeck received the Pulitzer Prize for the novel. The Grapes of Wrath was also the major reason for the Nobel Prize committee to award him that prize for his life’s work in 1962. He went on to write, among other things, The Sea of Cortez, Travels with Charley and the widely acclaimed East of Eden. He died in New York on 20 December 1968.
	The most important elements that all of Steinbeck’s major novels have in common are the setting, namely California, and the fact that the characters are underdogs: poor working class or worse off – homeless, unemployed. His life clearly shows his love both for the place and the people. Yet, other than often assumed from The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck was not a communist (or even a socialist), which seems to have been as hard to understand to many readers and the FBI (that monitored him for a long time) as it was to the paranoid employers in The Grapes of Wrath. A love for the poor and oppressed need not, of course, have anything to do with socialism: it is also, for instance, a very Christian thing. Steinbeck was raised to be religious and received a Christian service at his funeral, although he was not a great fan of religious institutions or doctrine: “Socialism is just another form of religion, and thus delusional,” he said, which immediately makes assumptions of his being either left-wing or right-wing improbable at best.​[21]​ Perhaps Steinbeck most believed in the ideas he has Jim Casy explain:
 
The hell with it! There ain’t no sin and there ain’t no virtue. There’s just stuff people do. It’s all part of the same thing. And some of the things folks do is nice, and some ain’t nice, but that’s as far as any man got a right to say.
[…]
I says, ‘What’s this call, this sperit?’ An’ I says, ‘It’s love. I love people, so much I’m fit to burst, sometimes.’ An’ I says, ‘Don’t you love Jesus?’ Well, I thought an’ thought, an’ finally I says, ‘No, I don’t know nobody name’ Jesus. I know a bunch of stories, but I only love people.’
[…]
I figgered about the Holy Sperit and the Jesus road. I figgered, ‘Why do we got to hang it on God or Jesus? Maybe,’ I figgered, ‘maybe it’s all men an’ all women we love; maybe that’s the Holy Sperit – the human sperit – the whole shebang. Maybe all men got one big soul ever’body’s a part of.’​[22]​ 

When he received the Nobel Prize in 1962, in particular for (as the committee put it)  “his realistic as well as imaginative writings, distinguished by a sympathetic humor and a keen social perception”,​[23]​ this is what he said in his acceptance speech:

Literature is as old as speech. It grew out of human need for it and it has not changed except to become more needed. The skalds, the bards, the writers are not separate and exclusive. From the beginning, their functions, their duties, their responsibilities have been decreed by our species... the writer is delegated to declare and to celebrate man's proven capacity for greatness of heart and spirit – for gallantry in defeat, for courage, compassion and love. In the endless war against weakness and despair, these are the bright rally flags of hope and of emulation. I hold that a writer who does not passionately believe in the perfectibility of man has no dedication nor any membership in literature.​[24]​ 

Steinbeck’s literary power lies in the humanity of his characters and the compassion with which he describes and treats them. The hero of the story is not a mythological superman or a grand king, but the little man with all his unadulterated humanity. Steinbeck’s characters curse, fight, drink and visit the toilet on occasion. They can be narrow-minded and petty, or show greatness with small gestures, such as the waitress in the Route 66 cafeteria in The Grapes of Wrath who, though she nags about the stream of dispossessed migrants, gives them a major discount on candy for the children. Even the ‘bad guys’ in the story, the banks with their tractors and the landowners and authorities in California, who spread all those deceitful flyers, are not truly evil to the core: from “Joe Davis’s boy” in chapter 5, who only works the tractor to feed his family to the small militias in Californian towns who fear all the “goddamn Okies”,​[25]​ most of them are mainly concerned with self-preservation. Though maybe not very nice, it is very understandable. Farmers who would rather destroy their crops than give it to the starving Okies may be doing a great wrong, but they themselves believe that if they give the food away, the prices will drop even further and so destroy what little livelihood they have left. Connie, Rose of Sharon’s husband, does not run away because he is evil, but because he is weak. 
	In the end, all of it is “just stuff people do.” Which does not mean some people are not doing some pretty wrong stuff, but the characters are always understandable, if not always sympathetic, and mainly: very human. This compassion for and understanding of people, no matter how pathetic they get, is a mainstay of all of Steinbeck’s work, from Tortilla Flat to East of Eden. In all these novels, the human being is portrayed as a valuable creature, not despite, but because of his very humanity and everything it entails. All people, as parts of one big whole – one large soul, you might say – have an obligation to help each other. The Grapes of Wrath does not incite violence of any kind, it is a warning: “California is not very far from civil war,” Steinbeck wrote in 1936, “I hope it can be averted.”​[26]​ The characters’ discussion about Grampa’s epitaph might just as well refer to the novel in which they feature:

“Here’s a good short one,” he said. “ ‘An’ Lot said unto them, Oh, not so, my Lord.’ ”
“Don’t mean nothin’,” said Ma. “Long’s you’re gonna put one down, it might’s well mean somepin.”
Sairy said, “Turn to Psalms, over further. You kin always get somepin outa Psalms.”
Tom flipped the pages and looked down the verses. “Now here is one,” he said. “This is a nice one, just blowed full a religion: ‘Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered.’ How’s that?”
















							“You don’ know what you’re a-doin’.”​[28]​
							

 At first sight, The Grapes of Wrath looks like a very simple story – the plot can be summarised as follows: economic disasters in Oklahoma drive the Joad family to California, where everything turns out to be worse than the situation they left behind. From the point of view of a complaint about social conditions, it might not have to get any more complicated than that, but as a mature novel (this is, according to the title of Levant’s essay in The Novels of John Steinbeck, this is Steinbeck’s “fully matured art”) it, of course, is. The simplicity of the plot runs through a number of sketches, in themselves apparently just as simple, of various situations, some to do with the Joads and some not (the intercalary chapters, see below), which together give an extensive, more complex view of different aspects of time, place and condition humaine.
	Steinbeck has chosen a remarkable structure for his story. Chapters that contain the personal story of the main characters are alternated with chapters that tell the larger, more abstract story of the social background of the Joads’ experiences. This structure is strongly reminiscent of the Bible, which also makes the occasional ‘trip’ into further clarification:

	And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus, 	that all the world should be taxed. (And this taxing was first made when Cyrenius was 	governor of Syria.) And all went to be taxed, every one to his own city. And Joseph 	also went up from Galilee…” ​[29]​
	

In the same way, The Grapes of Wrath alternates the general background and the personal events, the narrator’s voice in standard American spelling and the action with a lot of direct speech in local dialect. The story starts off with one such non-Joad, as Peter Lisca calls them, “intercalary” chapter.​[30]​ These intercalary chapters tend to be much shorter than the chapters that deal with the Joads, which they introduce or illustrate. The first chapter gives, in broad outlines, an overview of the situation in Oklahoma, so the reader understands what is going on in the world: poverty and draught. Against this background, the personal story of the Joads starts with Tom Joad coming home to his parents’ farm from prison. He finds a turtle, which may be the same turtle from (intercalary) chapter 3, who bravely continues on his way no matter what (just like, as the reader will later find out, the Joads themselves). Tom meets Jim Casy, the eccentric former preacher who (like Christ in the desert) has temporarily left people and society to figure some things out for himself. Neither of them is at this point aware of the existence of any other problems than the glaringly obvious ones, the heat and the dust storms (they are ankle-deep in dust). Perhaps these things would be survivable by themselves. But chapter five, another intercalary chapter, introduces the true ‘enemy’: not the heat or even the dust, but a nameless, shapeless monster:
	
The Bank – or the Company – needs – wants – insists – must have – as though the Bank or the Company were a monster, with thought and feeling, which had enslaved them
[...]
The bank – the monster has to profit all the time. It can’t wait. It’ll die. No, taxes go on. When the monster stops growing, it dies. It can’t stay one size.​[31]​

Just as other great works of literature or cinema make the world’s events more concrete by giving it a face, Steinbeck uses Tom to give a human face to the social misery in the United States of that time. The Joad family, which Tom is headed for, is also confronted with the monster, and they are losing – Tom and his family make the anonymous misery tangible and real. Tom and Jim Casy, not having dealt with people or society for a while, are not yet aware of it, but the Economy has come alive and they, as people, are suddenly too small to stop the monster from devouring their world. 

The Joads and others like them know they may keep the land or get new land if they can kill or control “the Bank,” as the old people killed Indians to take the land and controlled nature to keep it. But “the Bank” is more complicated an enemy than Indians or nature because it is an abstraction. So the Okies submit to their dispossession in Oklahoma (forced by mechanized cheaper production of cotton) and to the huge migration into California (encouraged by landowners to get cheap field labor), motivated by the time-lag that confuses them, for none of them comprehends the monstrous logic of modern economics.​[32]​

The reader is slowly introduced to all the major characters in the book: first Tom Joad, a young man who has just been released from prison – nice enough, but though he generally “kept his lips closed”,​[33]​ a man with a considerable temper: he beat a man to death in a drunken fight. Secondly, Jim Casy is a former preacher who has gradually abandoned the black-and-white Christian hell-and-damnation beliefs, a man who cares about people, not about gods. Casy is a good man with a gift for leading people, and it has been repeatedly pointed out that he shares his initials with Jesus Christ. The rest of the family is introduced later: the grandparents, Ma, Pa, Uncle John and Tom’s siblings – Noah, who is a bit simple, Al, the happy-go-lucky teenager, self-centred and pregnant Rose of Sharon and her immature husband Connie, and then the young children Ruthie and Winfield. The family, as it turns out when Tom and Casy find them, has been kicked off their land like so many small-time farmers and is about to take off to California, where everything is much, much better – the flyers told them so. Grandpa, well on his way to develop dementia, imagines himself in paradise already, but when the hour comes to leave he does not want to come after all. Tom and Ma get Grandpa drunk to bring him anyway, but they have barely left or the old man dies, which also spells the eventual end of sick old Grandma. The family, with Casy, moves west, but even apart from a dead Grandpa and a sick Grandma it is far from easy. They join forces with Mr and Mrs Wilson, who are just as poor, homeless and sick as the Joads. In the end, however, the Wilsons turn back once it becomes clear that Mrs Wilson will not live through the journey, and the Joads are left to go on by themselves, harassed by the police who try to keep the poor Okies out of Arizona and constantly patching up the rickety old car.
	That is how, between a few intercalary chapters about the people on the road, the family travels to California. Grandma dies on the road, and Noah stays at the Colorado river, as if he, like Moses, is barred from the Promised Land. Connie, too, leaves once they reach California. It is a hard journey, especially considering how many members of the family drop out on the way, but it does show the resourcefulness and determination of the Joads – Ma, in particular, proves her resilience, but free-ranging Al, too, shows his loyalty to the family and a willingness to work hard. But alas, the Promised Land of California turns out, as various people on the way had already told them, to be anything but paradise. The Joads first end up in a filthy Okie camp, where the police harass the people and try to arrest those who speak up – and you cannot look after your family when you are in jail. So when the harassment leads to a small fight, Jim Casy takes the fall for Tom and another Okie man. Casy is arrested and taken away. The family move to another camp without him: this one much better. It is a federal camp, which means the police are not allowed in without a warrant, and everyone there does there bit to keep things clean. In spite of a few nasty attempts by the police to wreck havoc anyway, which the Okies cleverly prevent, it is a good place. Unfortunately the Joads cannot stay here forever. They need work to make money, and leave again only to find themselves in a strange sort of farm: one with a fence around it, guarded with guns, and with a angry people at the gates. As long as they just do the work, no one is allowed on or off the grounds. Tom manages to sneak out at night anyway, and goes looking for the angry people. They turn out to be workers on strike: having been fired from the farm for demanding a wage increase, they now set up a picket line outside. The new workers, brought in to break the strike, is not a good thing for these people at all, but they do not blame Tom, they just hope he and his family will join the strike – especially their leader who turns out to be Jim Casy! They are just having a good discussion about it, when a team of bullies from the farm find their hidden tent. Though the strikers try to get away, Casy and Tom run straight into the team. “You don’ know what you’re a-doin’,” Casy says, before receiving a blow tot he head that promptly kills him. In his anger, Tom grabs the weapon and kills the murderer, gets beaten up and runs. He makes it back to the family, who hide him in the car and leave as soon as they can. Considering Tom is now, of course, a wanted man, he cannot work on the next job. He hides in the bush while the rest of the family work themselves half to death picking cotton. When finally little Ruthie tells other children about her killer brother, Tom has no choice but to actually leave his family and follow in Casy’s footsteps.

“He [Casy] wasn’ doing nothin’ against the law, Ma. I been thinkin’ a hell of a lot, thinkin’ about our people livin’ like pigs, an’ the good rich lan’ layin’ fallow, or maybe one fella with a million acres, while a hundred thousan’ good farmers is starvin’. An’ I been wonderin’ if all our folks got together an’ yelled, like them fellas yelled, only a few of ‘em at the Hooper ranch—”
[...]
Ma said, “How’m I gonna know ‘bout you? They might kill ya an’ I wouldn’ know. They might hurt ya. How’m I gonna know?”
Tom laughed uneasily, “Well, maybe like Casy says, a fella ain’t got a soul of his own, but on’y a piece of a big one – an’ then –”
“Then what, Tom?”
“Then it don’ matter. Then I’ll be all aroun’ in the dark. I’ll be ever’where – wherever you look. Wherever they’s a fight so hungry people can eat, I’ll be there. Wherever they’s a cop beatin’ up a guy, I’ll be there. If Casy knowed, why, I’ll be in the way guys yell when they’re mad an’ – I’ll be in the way kids laugh when they’re hungry an’ they know supper’s ready. An’ when our folks eat the stuff they raise an’ live in the houses they build – why, I’ll be there. See? God, I’m talkin’ like Casy. Comes of thinkin’ about him so much. Seems like I can see him sometimes.”​[34]​

Once Tom has left, the family is left to fend for themselves. Al finds a girl he wants to marry, though they do not have a penny between them. Everyone is shacked up in a leaky trailer once it begins to rain quite heavily. Rose of Sharon has her baby – but it is stillborn. The river floods and chases the Joads out of their trailer. They flee to a barn on higher ground, where they find a boy with his starving father. The Joads politely move out when Rose of Sharon breastfeeds the man in the final (and highly controversial) scene in the story, reminiscent of the pelican feeding its young with its own blood – an old symbol of the passion of Christ.
Even in this longer summary, the story is quite simple. It is chronologically linear with a predictable pattern of Joad chapter and intercalary chapter alternation. The characters, too, are relatively simple people, though a number of them develop as the story progresses: Tom becomes more aware of his social, moral duty as a human being, Casy finds (or rather recovers) his calling as a shepherd of the people, and Rose of Sharon and Al grow up from selfish, irresponsible teenagers to actual adults who make constructive contributions and stop trying to avoid responsibility. Nevertheless, there is much the reader never finds out about the characters (for instance, thoughts are not recorded), the end is rather open, and many of them do not change all that much: Ma is persistent and kind-hearted throughout the story, and according to Pa she always has been; Ruthie and Winfield are young children; the Wilsons and other encounters do not stick around long enough to be fully developed: 

Steinbeck’s great achievement in The Grapes of Wrath is that while minimizing what seem to be the most essential elements of fiction – plot and character – he was able to create a “well-made” and emotionally compelling novel out of materials which in most other hands have resulted in sentimental propaganda.​[35]​

One such ingredient Lisca no doubt refers to is the Bible. The many references, as mentioned above, especially the sustained likeness of Casy to Christ, add a weight to the story (and consequently its social criticism) that the reader (provided he has at least some knowledge of the source) cannot fail to feel. The translator is well advised not to ignore this intertextual relationship. Some references are exceedingly obvious, such as Jim Casy’s last words: “You don’ know what you’re a-doin’”, which naturally corresponds to Christ’s “Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do.”​[36]​ Not even the characters (or, in any case, Ma Joad) fail to notice that one: 

Ma looked down. She twisted her hands together. “Tha’s what he said – ‘You don’ know what you’re doin’’?”
“Yeah!”
Ma said, “I wisht Granma could a heard.”​[37]​

Yet, as Howard Levant points out, the likeness goes much further and deeper than that, and is not always as clear:

Steinbeck’s convincing finishing touch is that, at the end, Tom Joad aspires to Casy’s role. In this shift, Steinbeck manipulates allegory, he does not submit to its rigid quality, for Tom is not like Casy. Tom is far more violent, more capable of anger; having been shown the way, however, he may be more successful as a practical missionary than Casy. One might say that if Casy is to be identified with Christ, the almost human god, Tom is to be identified with Saint Paul, the realistic, tough organizer. The allegorical link by which Tom is “converted” and assumes Casy’s role is deeply realized and rich with significance, not simply because it is a technical necessity, but because it is a confirmation of Casy’s reality as a man and a teacher. The parallels to Christ and Saint Paul would be only arid technical facts if they were not realized so profoundly. The trivial fact that Casy has Christ’s initials dims beside this more profound and sustained realization.​[38]​

As mentioned before, a translator must be aware of these themes and echoes so as to prevent their getting accidentally lost in the process of translating: the striking similarities between Casy and Christ, California and the Promised Land, Noah and Moses, the flooding river and the Great Flood, the dead baby in the basket and Moses again. The very title of the book itself is a reference to the Bible. The plot and characters may seem simple, but there is much more to them. The heroes of The Grapes of Wrath are not larger than life, they are ordinary people, trying to do the right thing and trying to believe in themselves. The Biblical echoes refer to human limitations, but they also serve as a testament to human greatness and compassion for the human condition as it is. The story is about continuing on no matter what – an attempt, ultimately a heroic one after all, to make the world a better place. Whether this is a typically American thing to do or not, Carpenter summarises this as follows:































One of the main issues that need to be resolved in translating any text, but particularly a work of literature, is the matter of style. It is common knowledge: every author has his or her own distinctive style, and so naturally, so should Steinbeck. However, ‘common knowledge’ is not the most reliable basis for an academic argument, so before going into what Steinbeck’s style might be, one must first examine the nature of style itself. In an attempt to arrive at a definition, Geoffrey Leech and Mick Short start the first chapter of their book Style in Fiction as follows:

In its most general interpretation, the word ‘style’ has a fairly uncontroversial meaning: it refers to the way in which language is used in a given context, by a given person, for a given purpose, and so on. To clarify this, we may adopt the Swiss linguist Saussure’s distinction between langue and parole, langue being the code or system of rules common to speakers of a language (such as English), and parole being the particular uses of this system, or selections from this system, that speakers or writers make on this or that occasion. (...) Style, then pertains to parole: it is selection from a total linguistic repertoire that constitutes a style.​[40]​ 

In other words, an author’s (or speaker’s) style is his decision to write (or say) things in one distinct way rather than another. The issue of style, in these terms, is of course very broad and could fill many a book, but as a working definition the above will here serve well. It leads to such questions as: what type of words are used, how are the sentences constructed, and what is the effect of these choices? A successful translation cannot neglect this aspect of the text and should, if the translator aims to be true to the original to any extent, attempt to preserve as many distinctive stylistic features as possible, especially when these features bring about a certain effect, such as a certain emotional impact on the reader. Style can be a hard thing to convey in another language (say the author has a preference for very short words: this may in a language that on average uses longer words be impossible to do to the same extent). The question of how to solve such issues is a specific challenge to literary translators.
With this working definition of style, the next question is: what is Steinbeck’s particular style?  Let us take a look at the following excerpt:

And now the group was welded to one thing, one unit, so that in the dark the eyes of the people were inward, and their minds played in other times, and their sadness was like rest, like sleep. He sang the “McAlester Blues” and then, to make up for it to the older people, he sang “Jesus Calls Me to His Side.” The children drowsed with the music and went into the tents to sleep, and the singing came into their dreams.
And after a while the man with the guitar stood up and yawned. Good night folks, he said.
And they murmured, Good night to you.
And each wished he could pick a guitar, because it is a gracious thing. Then the people went to their beds, and the camp was quiet. And the owls coasted overhead, and the coyotes grabbled in the distance, and into the camp skunks walked, looking for bits of food – waddling, arrogant skunks, afraid of nothing.
The night passed, and with the first streak of dawn the women came out of the tents, built up the fires, and put the coffee to boil. And the men came out and talked softly in the dawn.
When you cross the Colorado river, there’s the desert, they say. Look out for the desert. See you don’t get hung up. Take plenty water, case you get hung up.
I’m gonna take her at night.
Me too. She’ll cut the living Jesus outa you.​[41]​

One of the most striking features in this short piece is the use of ‘and’, especially at the beginning of the sentence. ‘And’ is used 16 times in the excerpt, 6 of which at the beginning of the sentence (there are 18 sentences in total): that is quite often. Furthermore, ‘and’ does not appear at all in the last couple sentence, which, though they do not have any quotation marks, are direct speech, spoken by the unnamed characters in this chapter. In other words, only the narrator uses the word ‘and’ here. This distinctive style undoubtedly refers to the Bible, especially when one considers how much the novel owes the Bible in other areas, such as themes and characters:

In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.
And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
And God said, Let there be light: and there was light.
And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from the darkness.​[42]​

One of course wonders just who the narrator is, but considering this parallel it may well be the same (type of) narrator that narrates the Bible: omniscient yet elusive, there are no clear hints as to who it might be but his story is commonly accepted as Gospel truth. His style (for convenience I shall refer to the narrator as male) is markedly different from the direct speech used by the characters. Contrast these passages, for instance, which describe parts of the same event, Casy’s death and Tom’s reaction to it. The first is by the narrator:

The heavy man swung with the pick handle. Casy dodged down into the swing. The heavy club crashed in the side of his head with a dull crunch of bone, and Casy fell sideways out of the light.
“Jesus, George. I think you killed him.”
“Put the light on him,” said George. “Serve the son-of-a-bitch right.” The flashlight beam dropped, searched and found Casy’s crushed head.
Tom looked down at the preacher. The light crossed the heavy man’s legs and the white new pick handle. Tom leaped silently. He wrenched the club free. The first time he knew he had missed and struck a shoulder, but the second time his crushing blow found the head, and as the heavy man sank down, three more blows found his head. The lights danced about. There were shouts, the sound of running feet, crashing through brush. Tom stood over the prostrate man. And then a club reached his head, a glancing blow. He felt the stroke like an electric shock. And then he was running along the stream, bending low. He heard the splash of footsteps following him. Suddenly he turned and squirmed up into the brush, deep into a poison-oak thicket. And he lay still.​[43]​

The second is what Tom tells his family after the fact:

Pa demanded, “Who come for him?”
“I dunno. Same kinda guys that turned us back on the road that night. Had pick handles.” He paused. “They killed ‘im. Busted his head. I was standin’ there. I went nuts. Grabbed the pick handle.” He looked bleakly back at the night, the darkness, the flashlights, as he spoke. “I – I clubbed a guy.”
Ma’s breath caught in her throat. Pa stiffened. “Kill ‘im?” he asked softly.
“I – don’t know. I was nuts. Tried to.”
Ma asked, “Was you saw?”
“I dunno. I dunno. I guess so. They had the lights on us.”​[44]​

The narrator does not use quite as many ‘and’s here as before, yet there is still a very clear difference between the two narratives. For one thing, Tom is very brief about the event, forgoing all but the absolutely imperative information: that a posse killed Casy and he, in anger, killed one of their number. The narrator, in contrast, goes into detail about the lights, the shouts, the colour of the pick handle. Secondly, Tom’s sentences are extremely clipped – the longest one is twelve words, none of the others exceed four. Another striking feature is the fact that he regularly omits the subject in a sentence, when the subject is the same as of the previous sentence: “They killed ‘im. Busted his head.” and “I was nuts. Tried to.” for instance. One may argue this is a result of Tom’s being wounded, tired and distressed, and in part it well may be, though he does omit the subject of a sentence at other occasions. The narrator rarely does this. Unlike the characters, the narrator strictly uses full grammatical sentences and generally accepted American spelling (a further elaboration on the use of dialect in direct speech will follow below). His sentences, likewise, are longer, even if they are clipped enough to stress the emergency of the situation – many of them exceed four words, in fact, many of them exceed twice that. Very few run on for much more than a line, however, which incidentally makes the narrator’s style very different from my own (a realisation that is important to keep in mind in translating these excerpts). Furthermore, the narrator’s version of events occasionally shifts perspectives: from impersonal actors such as ‘the heavy club crashed’, which focuses heavily on the club itself rather than the fact that someone is swinging it, to ‘a club reached his head’, which action has all the sudden surprise to the readers as it would to Tom when a club suddenly comes out of nowhere, since the narrator details neither where it came from nor who hit him. Neither Tom nor the reader sees it coming. The narrator shifts focus between events to achieve a sense of surprise or a sense of threat and to more closely involve the reader in the story, much like a camera can zoom in on a detail of events to keep the audience in suspense.
	What else is there to say about the style of The Grapes of Wrath? Let us look at one more excerpt to verify the abovementioned issues and see what else a translator must in any case keep in mind.

	Al walked around, looking underneath the springs. “Holy Jesus,” he said, “them 	springs is flat as hell. Lucky I blocked under ‘em.”
	Noah said, “How about the dogs, Pa?”
	“I forgot the dogs,” Pa said. He whistled shrilly, and once bouncing dog ran in, but 	only one. Noah caught him and threw him up on the top, where he sat rigid and 	shivering at the height. “Got to leave the other two,” Pa called. “Muley, will you look 	after ‘em some? See they don’t starve?”
	“Yeah,” said Muley. “I’ll like to have a couple dogs. Yeah! I’ll take ‘em.”
	“Take them chickens, too,” Pa said.
	Al got into the driver’s seat. The starter whirred and caught, and whirred again. And 	then the loose roar of the six cylinders and a blue smoke behind. “So long, Muley,” Al 	called.
	And the family called, “Good-by, Muley.”
	Al slipped in the low gear and let in the clutch. The truck shuddered and strained 	across the yard. And the second gear took hold. They crawled up the little hill, and the 	red dust arose about them. “Chr-ist, what a load!” said Al. “We ain’t makin’ no time 	on this trip.”
	Ma tried to look back, but the body of the load cut off her view. She straightened her 	head and peered straight ahead along the dirt road. And a great weariness was in her 	eyes.​[45]​ 

One of the first striking features of this excerpt is, yet again, the narrator’s use of ‘and’. Especially the last sentence sounds biblical. Another thing of note are the sentences “The starter whirred and caught, and whirred again. And then the loose roar of the six cylinders and a blue smoke behind” and “The truck shuddered and strained across the yard.” The actor in these phrases is not a human, but the car itself. It acts as though alive, like the bank or the pick handle. Leech and Short discuss this method in their chapter Mind Style, where they discuss, among other things, how the choice of words and in particular the choice of actor determines the reader’s perception of a scene.  Though not quite an example of pathetic fallacy, as Steinbeck ascribes no feelings or other human features to the car, the inanimate object is certainly animated through the omission of a human actor and the choice of words, particularly ‘roared’ (an animal-like sound) and the repetition of ‘whirred’: the fact that the engine has to do this twice is reminiscent of an animal waking up. This notion is again enforced with the fact that the truck ‘shuddered’ and ‘strained’. It is important to realise that Steinbeck seems to use this animation often. Short and Leech comment on it as well, though with respect to another of his novels and in a slightly different context:
Isherwood’s use of a bodily part instead of a person as an actor in a clause is a fairly common device for suggesting that the part of the body involved acts of its own accord. This changes the way in which we ascribe motivation for acts, and in situations where the action described is morally reprehensible this device can be used to play down the blame attributed to a character for his actions. Consider the following sentence from John Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men [Chapter 5]:
‘She screamed then, and Lennie’s other hand closed over the mouth and nose.’
We know that Lennie is beginning to smother Curley’s wife, but Steinbeck’s way of putting it seems to relieve Lennie of much of the blame for his action.​[46]​ 

As such a recurrent element in Steinbeck’s writing, one may safely say that it is an element of his style. As such, a translator should think twice before rephrasing such a sentence to reappoint the human as the actor or to take away the animation of the bank (as a monster) or the car (as an animal).
	To go back to our original excerpt, one feature that does not quickly catch the eye is the fact that everything said in this particular piece is in the active tense. In fact, going up to the other excerpts quoted in this chapter, there are only maybe two sentences among all of these that are passive. This is interesting: while Steinbeck does on occasion use a passive sentence, not even his characters use them a lot. He describes mostly what people do, and how things are. The narrative is extremely factual: it includes no fantasies, dreams or thoughts, though as pointed out above the narrator does play with perception in the fact that at times the readers know no more than what the characters are aware of. 


























To begin with, I think that the chief, if not the exclusive, aim, of translation theory, should be to help translators in their work.​[47]​ 

In addition to general matters such as themes and style, which in one form or the other may be found in any text, there will always be certain specific issues (be it words or names) that are specific to the original that call for local or story-wide decisions. This is an aspect of (literary) translation for which various translation scholars have developed theories and methods of analysis. For instance, Nord distinguishes these four categories in translation issues:

1)	pragmatische vertaalproblemen die voortkomen uit de verschillen in de communicatieve situaties waarin de brontekst en de doeltekst zijn ingebed. Dit zijn bijvoorbeeld problemen door verschillen in plaats en tijd en door cultureel bepaalde verschillende voorkennis van ontvangers in de bron- en doelcultuur; 
2)	vertaalproblemen die specifiek voor twee culturen zijn en die voortkomen uit de verschillen in normen en conventies van de bron- en doelcultuur. Goede voorbeelden daarvan zijn genreconventies, conventies m.b.t. maateenheden, beleefdheidsconventies, wettelijke normen voor medische bijsluiters; 
3)	vertaalproblemen die specifiek voor een talenpaar zijn en die voortkomen uit de verschillen in structuren van de brontaal en de doeltaal, bijvoorbeeld de vertaling van het Spaanse gerundium in het Duits, van de Duitse modale partikels in talen waarin minder partikels voorkomen; en ten slotte 
4)	tekstspecifieke vertaalproblemen die zich bij de vertaling van een individuele tekst voordoen en waarvan de oplossing niet zonder meer toegepast kan worden op andere vertaalopdrachten, bijvoorbeeld de vertaling van woordspelletjes of taalspelletjes.​[48]​

Concretely with respect to The Grapes of Wrath, the first category is the issue of knowing background information: at least a general knowledge of the Depression era and American politics at the time, as well as of American geography (some idea of where Oklahoma and California are) are necessary prerequisites for understanding and successfully translating the novel. The second category deals, in this case, with the difference between Dutch and American customs and units of measurement. While ten miles is a perfectly understandable and very concrete concept to American ears, ‘tien mijl’ sounds rather like something from a fairy tale to a Dutchman – something perhaps rather undefined, simply meaning ‘far’. In those cases, depending on the translator’s strategy (which I will discuss shortly) one may prefer to opt for the corresponding distance in kilometres, or something as close to it as possible (10 miles is 16.0935 kilometres, one may prefer to say simply 16 over the very exact number). The third category are linguistic issues, in this case from English to Dutch. A specific relevant example in The Grapes of Wrath is the use of ‘you’: when does one translate this as ‘u’ and when as ‘je’? This depends on the formality of the situation. To the boss one may assume a migrant worker would likely use ‘u’, while Ma would probably use ‘je’ to address her children. But how would her children address her? It was customary for children to address their parents with ‘u’ in the Netherlands of the 1930s, but at least in the Randstad area this custom has now become outdated. The issue is therefore determined by time as much as language and so poses a difficulty not at all experienced in the English version, which simply uses ‘you’ in every situation. The fourth category comprises specific issues that must be resolved on a case-by-case basis. English, of course, is well known for its puns; this may be a problem in translating a text to Dutch. Steinbeck, however, is rather straightforward and does not play too many games with the language. This category is likely much more of an issue in translating Shakespeare or Lewis Carroll, for instance.
	There are really two major specific challenges in The Grapes of Wrath: the names, and the dialect. Both of these depend heavily on the translator’s strategy with respect to the extent of the translation. There are two different approaches, or rather: two extremes on the scale, when it comes to a mode of translation: domestication, which means that the translator changes as much as possible, including the names of institutions and characters, and foreignization, the other extreme, which means the translator changes as little as possible:

	A translation project may conform to values currently dominating the target-language 	culture, taking a conservative and openly assimilationist approach to the foreign text, 	appropriating it to support domestic canons, publishing trends, political alignments. 	Alternatively, a translation project may resist and aim to revise the dominant by 	drawing on the marginal, restoring foreign texts excluded by domestic canons, 	recovering residual values such as archaic texts and translation methods, and 	cultivating emergent ones (for example, new cultural forms). Strategies in producing 	translations inevitably emerge in response to domestic cultural situations. But some 	are deliberately domesticating in their handling of the foreign text, while others can be 	described as foreignizing, motivated by an impulse to preserve linguistic and cultural 	differences by deviating from prevailing domestic values.​[49]​

In other words, the more you leave the source untranslated, the more foreign the target readers will experience the text. This applies to concepts as much as to names: a Dutchman may not think much of the name ‘Jan Jansen’, but a Chinese reader will experience it as extremely remarkable. To retain the connotation of Jan Jansen (an average guy) in Chinese, the translator might have to call the character Chang Chen. This issue becomes all the more relevant when the character’s name actually means something, that is, if it is a significant name such as Richardson’s character Clarissa or Droogstoppel in Max Havelaar. A Portuguese would not understand the connotation of ‘Droogstoppel’: should it be translated? In children’s books (and films) this is regularly done: Mr Malfoy becomes ‘meneer Malfidus’ in the Dutch version of Harry Potter. 
Although the names are perhaps not quite as glaringly obviously meaningful as Cruella De Vil, there is a similar issue in translating The Grapes of Wrath to Dutch. ‘Ma’ and ‘Pa’ can be left as they are (they are the same in Dutch anyway), but what to do with ‘Rose of Sharon’? The name is Biblical (Song of Solomon 2.1) so perhaps the Dutch variant could be taken from the Bible in an attempt to domesticate it – that would be ‘Bloem te Sharon’ in one Dutch translation of the Lutheran Bible​[50]​ or ‘Lelie van de Saron’ in the ‘Nieuwe Bijbelvertaling’. While ‘Rose of Sharon’ is the original text, leaving it as is does involve the risk of the name being misunderstood and misinterpreted (since ‘of’ means ‘or’ in Dutch, people might wonder which is her name, Rose or Sharon?). Moreover, the Biblical connotation would be lost, because in Dutch (or at least in one Dutch translation) it would be something else. On the other hand, where does it stop? Because just as ‘Rose of Sharon’ is not a Dutch name, ‘Tom Joad’ is not one either. Can the translator change all the names just like that? It is an important decision, and there is something to say for either choice – domestication makes the text more accessible; foreignization keeps it more like the original. In that sense, whatever the translator decides, it cannot honestly be called ‘right’ or ‘wrong’: the choice depends on the target audience, the objective of the translation, and the translator’s preferences. What does seem important is that, once taken, this decision should be consistently applied. To change ‘Rose of Sharon’ into ‘Bloem te Sharon’ but at the same time keeping ‘Grampa’ as ‘Grampa’ would likely be confusing and distracting to the reader.
	A related matter, if one that (perhaps more even than their names) strongly affects the actual content of the story, is the characters’ language. The fact that the characters are ‘actual people’ is very important to Steinbeck’s story. None of them display the Queen’s English or Shakespearean diction: particularly the Okies speak in unadulterated dialect, and Steinbeck has spelled them out to the letter. Take a passage such as this one:

“We was drunk,” Joad said softly. “Drunk at a dance. I don’t know how she started. An’ then I felt that knife go in me, an’ that sobered me up. Fust thing I see is Herb comin’ for me again with his knife. They was this here shovel leanin’ against the schoolhouse, so I grabbed it an’ smacked ‘im over the head. I never had nothing against Herb. He was a nice fella. Come a-bullin’ after my sister Rosasharn when he was a little fella. No, I liked Herb.”​[51]​ 
	
The use of “we was” instead of “we were”, “she” instead of “it” to refer to an event or an object, the addition of the a- and the omission of the –g in progressives (“a-bullin’), the use of double negatives and the omission of the h- in “him” are only some examples of the consistently divergent spelling Steinbeck uses to indicate the fact that the characters speak a dialect. Of course, as Short and Leech point out in Style in Fiction, this ‘natural speech’ that Steinbeck seeks to imitate is, of course, anything but natural:

In the present era of sound-recording, it is relatively easy to transcribe and examine unscripted conversations, and it is often noted that such transcriptions are ‘messy’ and ‘formless’ in a way that would be found intolerable in written communication. (...)
Altogether, it may be concluded that real conversation is unlikely to be promising material for literary employment, and that it must strike the observer who has an eye on the aetetic capabilities of language as sloppy, banal and ill-organised. We come, then, once more to our familiar conclusion about realism: the author of a literary fiction does not aim at a completely realistic representation of ordinary conversation.​[52]​ 

This is true for Steinbeck as much as any other: while he does incorporate a number of features that Short and Leech cover under elements of true speech that authors normally do not use (constructions like you know, isn’t it and well), and not all the sentences his characters utter are fully grammatical (some omit the subject, for instance), there are precious few uhms or mid-sentence breaks. That said, the dialect is certainly a language of its own and an issue the translator cannot ignore.
What exactly do the ‘Okies’ speak? When one considers this definition: “[d]ifferences in dialect are of three major types: horizontal (i.e. geographical), vertical (relating to socioeconomic classes), and socio-religious”,​[53]​ one has to conclude that the language that the characters use is, in effect, as much a dialect as a sociolect. It marks both their geographical and their social origin (i.e. farmers from Oklahoma). Perhaps it is for this reason that the book was, at least at the time, decidedly unpopular in Oklahoma, because as J.K. Chambers and Perter Trudgill point out in Dialectology:

In common usage, of course, a dialect is a substandard, low-status, often rustic form of language, generally associated with the peasantry, the working class, or other groups lacking in prestige. Dialect is also a term which is often applied to forms of language, particularly those spoken in more isolated parts of the world, which have no written form. And dialects are also often regarded as some kind of (often erroneous) deviation from the norm – as aberrations of a correct or standard form of language.​[54]​ 

The use of dialect could thus indicate a certain ‘backwardsness’ that the good people of Oklahoma would naturally object to. However, unlike the authors of some works of literature (Henry V springs to mind), Steinbeck does not use dialect to achieve comic effect or to make his characters look stupid. Quite the contrary, the dialects in The Grapes of Wrath serve a very serious (and very realistic) purpose in that they form an important part of the Okies’ identity, very much in line with Chambers and Trudgill’s subsequent argument that all variations of a language (including the standard one) are technically dialects and that “it does not make any kind of sense to suppose that any one dialect is in any way linguistically superior to any other”.​[55]​ The characters themselves remark in passing on the fact that their language is part of their identity when they note that other migrants have slightly different ways of speaking: 

“I knowed you wasn’t Oklahomy folks. You talk queer, kinda – that ain’t no blame, you understan’.”
“Ever’body says words different,” said Ivy. “Arkansas folks says ‘em different, and Oklahomy folks says ‘em different. And we seen a lady from Massachusetts, an’ she said ‘em differentest of all. Couldn’ hardly make out what she was sayin’.”​[56]​

The translation of dialects and sociolects is an incredibly difficult undertaking. It seems logical, considering the importance of the characters’ identity as Okies to the overall plot, that the dialects are translated as dialects, rather than into ABN (Dutch Received Pronunciation). One may, of course, simply use ABN and note in an introduction that the characters speak their local dialects and that the reader is supposed to pretend that they do, but this seems an ineffectual and rather weak solution. Luigi Bonaffini, in his article “Translating dialect literature” mentions that “translating into a standard language, the translator cannot capture the eccentricity of vernacular speech, its function as an alternative, a non-normative deviation from the norm.” 
Yet if the dialect is certainly to be translated as dialect, the next question is, of course, which? There are plenty of Dutch dialects and sociolects to pick from, but can such a decision be defended? Are there good reasons why the Okies should speak Achterhoeks? Why Achterhoeks rather than Gronings, or Limburgs? Oklahoma is not the Achterhoek, Groningen or Limburg, nor were the inhabitants of those regions ever in a remotely comparable situation. In other words: in deciding a specific dialect, the translator has to keep in mind the social and cultural ‘baggage’ of both the source and the intended target, and one can safely say that it would be impossible for find a perfect match. Another alternative is a translation with a ‘home-made’ dialect, an amalgam of ‘stock’ dialect features to create something perhaps semi-authentic – a dialect that is neither ABN nor a recognisable local dialect. This solution, however, may end up looking rather contrived and, as pointed out by Eugene Nida in the Routledge Encyclopedia, “runs the risk of producing a text that is different from the way anyone actually speaks. Accordingly such a text is likely to be rejected by almost everyone.”​[57]​ It seems therefore that when it comes to translating dialect speech, there are no solutions that will satisfy everyone: if foregoing the dialect in favour of standard language is ‘flattening’, a specific dialect is incompatible and an artificial dialect is not genuine enough, the translator can only choose that solution which seems preferable to him personally and defend it as best as he can, knowing that he will be subject to criticism either way.
	In conclusion, it bears repeating that the most important thing that sets a literary text apart from all others, is that the language is not just language, that is: a means of communication to confer (true or false) information (such as in a manual for a sewing machine). A literary text is made up of more than information: language with a background, connotations, references to other literature, personal beliefs and the rest of the world, to the history of mankind in general and the author in particular. When these extras play a role to the native speaker for his understanding and experience of the work, it would seem an awful pity if they were lost in translation. To retain their meaning, whether the translator favours denotative or connotative meaning, a clear strategy will have to be determined beforehand, and consistently followed.
Introduction to the translation

Having now obtained a much more intimate knowledge of the book, its history, author and intertextuality, it is time to put the observations into practise and actually translate (part of) the novel: that was, after all, the object of this project all along. 
As a comprehensive translation of the 600-page novel might be a bit much for the current thesis, I made a selection of a few pages which illustrate much that was discussed in the previous chapters. The pages surrounding and dealing with the death of Jim Casy will serve excellently for this purpose: they contain both the third-person narrator’s descriptions and a lot of direct speech in various dialects, they deal with the main social, political, historical and Biblical themes of the novel, and, moreover, represent a pivotal event in the plot. 




Domestication in the very extreme would here mean that the Okies become a Dutch equivalent (e.g. Achterhoekers), as would California (e.g. Zuid-Holland), and all names would  become Dutch as well: Rose of Sharon would be translated as Bloem te Sharon (or Lelie van de Saron), Tom Joad (perhaps) as Ton Jol (to keep closest to the sound) and Jim Casy as Jaap Carels – the latter two fairly at random, chosen on the basis of initials, the fact that Tom is an unlikely rural name in Dutch (unlike Ton more common to city folk) and Jim is short for James or Jacob, with Jaap being the Dutch equivalent shortening.
Foreignisation in the extreme, on the other hand, would entail that all names are left as they are, including Rosasharn, Grampa, Granma, and the somewhat obscure reference J.P. Morgan. Everything would have to stay as close and true to the original as possible.
Since translation is not an exact science (the translatory equation often cannot yield a result that can be objectively called right or wrong, but rather, one that is either more or less successful in terms of its objectives), the guiding principles in this decision must be both the purpose of the translation and its target audience. For the purposes of this translation I will say that both will correspond to the prevailing standard for a professional literary translation – that is, the purpose is to yield a translation that is both as faithful to the original text as possible and, at the same time, accessible to the target audience, namely, the Dutch reading public – that is, the interested rather than the academic reader (who would likely read the original). This means that for the enjoyment and understanding of the readers on the one hand, and for the sake of faithfulness to the original on the other, the translation will have to balance between domestication and foreignisation.
More specifically, this means that elements which in all likelihood cannot be understood by an average Dutch readership that does not speak English (Granma, J.P. Morgan) will have to be altered, while elements that can be understood, and make up part of what The Grapes of Wrath is all about (such as the to American readers unmistakable names of Tom Joad and Jim Casy, the setting of Oklahoma/California and Great Depression etcetera) will be retained.




In the same vein as the previous issue is this one: how can the dialects used in the novel be translated in a faithful yet understandable manner? On the one hand, transposing the Okie dialect to Achterhoeks or Fries would render a number of perhaps undesirable and certainly inappropriate connotations with a cultural heritage that Steinbeck’s protagonists most assuredly do not share. On the other hand, the dialect is an important element in the story as it is yet another feature that sets the Okies apart from the ‘indigenous’ Californians, marking them as immigrants. It seems therefore just as undesirable to translate their speech with Dutch received pronunciation ABN, Algemeen Beschaafd Nederlands, the Queen’s Dutch if you will. It is about everything but.
The matter is further complicated by the fact that the many different groups in the novel also speak slightly different dialects: the novel itself also emphasises this when the Okies are tell migrants from Arkansas that they talk “queer”. This element would be entirely lost if the translator choose to make everyone speak the same neat Dutch, for which reason I dismiss the option of having them al speak ABN altogether.
If, then, all dialects must be translated as dialects, the choice of which one remains. As the Okies are farmers, after all, it would seem likely that their dialect would have to be fairly rural. Yet, again, as Okies are not Limburgers or any other particular group of a particular Dutch dialect community, and also for the very practical reason that I am not well enough acquainted with specific local rural dialects (which would no doubt make my attempts at imitating a specific one look contrived to those who do speak it), I see no alternative but to create an artificial one. The translated Okies will speak a mixture of stock Dutch rural dialects, with as its main feature the rural shortening of the last -en of infinitives or plural: lop’n instead of lopen. This a feature that is decidedly northern – Gronings to be exact – which serves excellently as a recognisable rural ending. I sincerely hope not to insult any Groningers by this decision. I have also included a number of ‘rural’ words, such as “jong” and “asdat”.  Though not recognisable as one dialect in particular, the Okies’ speech to most Dutch (city-born) ears will sound, as compared to Dutch accepted pronunciation ABN, very clearly rural but (hopefully) not comic. The important question in deciding on a dialect, especially an artificial one, is of course: how far can you go? My initial translation looked much like this:
“Haad toch nie’ gedaach’ daat paak’n ‘n pluk’n zo in de rug zou schiet’n,” zei Pa.
“Kom wel rech’ met ‘n paer daeg’n,” zei Tom. “Zeg ‘ns, Pa, aals we geget’n hebb’n gaet ik er es uut om es te kiek’n waat of daat gedoe bij de poort aallemael waas. Mot ‘r steds an denk’n. Wilt oe soms met?”
“Nee,” zei Pa. “Ik wil ‘n tiedje gewoon lekker werk’n ‘n nergens aanders an denk’n. Het aal veuls te laang zorg’n an me kop gehaad. Nee jong, ik gae ‘s lekker zitt’n, en daan op stok.”
		“Wilt oe soms met, Al?”
	Al keek weg. “Denk aasdaat ik eerst hier es waat rond wil neuz’n,” zei hij.
	“Nou, ik wit wel daat Oom John nie’ met wil kom’n. Daan gaet ik er wel alleen op uut. Ben goed benieuwd waat of da’waas.”
Pa zei, “Ik mot toch ‘n stuk nieuwsgieriger word’n wil ik d’r iets aen doen – zeker met aal die juut’n daer.”
	“Misskien benne die d’r wel nie’ s’naachs,” verondersteldeTom.
	“Nou, ik gaet ‘t nie’ prober’n. En oe ken beter ook nie’ teg’n Ma zeg’n waer of oe heen gaet. Die doet geen oog meer dich’ vaan de zorg’n.”
	Tom keek naar Al. “Bent oe daan nie nieuwskierig?”
		“Denk asdaat ik geweun waat in ‘t kaampement wil neuz’n,” zei Al.
		“Oe zoekt ‘n meidje zeker.”
		“Bemoeit-oe met uw eig’n zaek’n,” zei Al giftig.
		“Nou, ik gae toch,” zei Tom.

That, of course, will not do: it is too hard to read, especially considering the fact that the entire novel would end up looking like this. The final version has ended up much more subdued in terms of dialect for the purpose of readability.
In addition to the Okies’ dialect, the other dialects I identify in the translated fragment are spoken by the Californians and by Jim Casy. Casy, though he features a great many of the same phrases and words as the Okies do, is definitely a better-educated man, and stands apart in terms of character and plot, as well. This I will attempt to effect by making him speak a mishmash of some of the ‘rural’ elements his Okie-friends speak and accepted ABN pronunciation:
“Lookie, Tom,” he said at last. “We come to work there. They says it’s gonna be fi’ cents. They was a hell of a lot of us. We got there an’ they says they’re payin’ two an’ a half cents. A fella can’t even eat on that, an’ if he got kids – So we says we won’t take it. So they druv us off. An’ all the cops in the worl’ come down on us. Now they’re payin’ you five. When they bust this here strike – ya think they’ll pay five?”

He omits the –g and the –d in ‘and’, uses ‘fella’ instead of ‘fellow’ and ‘they was’ instead of ‘there were’, but he does not add a- to his progressive verbs (‘a-payin’’), he occasionally does use ‘you’ instead of ‘ya’ and ‘won’t’ instead of ‘won’’. In the following translation, therefore:

“Mot je hor’n, Tom,” zei hij na een tijdje. “Wij kwam’n hier ook om te werk’n. Ze zeid’n dat ’t vijf cent zou zijn. We war’n met ‘n heleboel. Toen we d’r eenmaal aan kwam’n zeid’n ze dat ’t nog maar twee en ’n halve cent was. Daar kan je niet van et’n, zeker niet as je nog kinder’n het ook – Dus wij zegg’n dat we ’t daar niet voor doen. Dus toen gooid’n ze ons d’r uit. En alle jut’n uit de hele wereld kom’n op ons af. En nu betal’n ze jullie dus vijf cent. En wat nou as ze de staking hier brek’n, wat denk je dan – dat ze je nog steeds vijf zullen betal’n?”

Casy uses mainly the same dialect endings (‘n instead of –en) as the Okies do, but he does not employ the specific deviant choices they do. A slight difference, as in the original, but the observant reader will notice.
The Californians, on the other hand, are not Okie-like at all, but neither do they speak entirely without dialect. Since they are much closer to ‘city folks’ than the Okies, I have based their dialect on city dialects, the broad Dutch spoken in The Hague in particular (as that is easily represented in spelling as evidenced by such phenomena as Haagse Harry):

“Why, them goddamn Okies. ‘Is they warm water?’ he says.”
The second guard rested his gun butt on the ground. “It’s them gov’ment camps,” he said. “I bet that fella been in a gov’ment camp. We ain’t gonna have no peace till we wipe them camps out. They’ll be wantin’ clean sheets, first thing we know.”

“Nou, die klere-Okies. ‘Hebbie ook warrum water?’ zegt-ie.”
De tweede bewaker leunde met de kolf van zijn jachtgeweer op de grond. “Komp van al die kampementen,” zei hij. “Wedden dat die vent in zo’n kampement is geweest? We krijgen geen rust tot al die kampen plat zijn. Voor je ‘t weet willen ze nog schone lakuhs ook.”


The camp guards use ‘first’ instead of ‘fust’, as the Okies do, but they do use ‘they’ instead of ‘there’ and omit the –g in progressives. Their dialect is, to be quite honest, a little closer to the Joads in the original than it turns out in the translation, but the somewhat exaggerated differences in the translation to my mind work well to convey the meaning of the original. In this way, they show their accent in words like ‘hebbie’, ‘komp’ and ‘lakuhs’, but as with the Joads I have made sure not to exaggerate this feature too much.
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Tom en Al en Pa en Oom John (1) liepen terug van de boomgaard toen het al behoorlijk donker werd (2). Hoorbaar vermoeid raakten hun voeten de weg. (3)
	“Had toch niet gedacht dat pakk’n ‘n pluk’n zo in de rug zou schiet’n,” zei Pa.
	“Kom wel recht met ‘n paar dag’n,” zei Tom. “Zeg ‘ns, Pa, als we geget’n hebb’n ga ik er ‘s uit om ‘s te kijk’n wat of dat gedoe bij de poort allemaal waas. Mot ‘r steeds aan denk’n. Wilt u (4) soms met?”
	“Nee,” zei Pa. “Ik wil ‘n tijdje gewoon lekker werk’n ‘n nergens anders aan denk’n. Het al veels te lang zorg’n aan m’n kop gehad. Nee jong (5), ik ga ‘s lekker zitt’n, en dan op stok.”
	“Wil jij soms met, Al?”
	Al keek weg. “Denk asdat ik eerst hier ‘s wat rond wil neuz’n,” zei hij.
	“Nou, ik weet wel dat Oom John niet met wil kom’n. Dan ga ik er wel alleen op uit. Ben goed benieuwd wat of dat was.”
	Pa zei, “Ik mot toch ‘n stuk nieuwsgieriger wez’n wil ik d’r iets aan doen – zeker met al die juut’n daar.”
	“Misschien zijn die d’r wel niet ’s nachts,” verondersteldeTom.
	“Nou, ik gaat ‘t niet prober’n. En u ken beter ook niet teg’n Ma zeg’n waar of u heen gaat. Die doet geen oog meer dicht van de zorg’n. (6)”
	Tom keek naar Al. “Ben jij dan niet nieuwsgierig?”
	“Denk asdat ik gewoon wat in ‘t kampement wil neuz’n,” zei Al.
	“Jij zoekt ‘n meisje zeker (7).”
	“Bemoei-je met je eig’n zak’n, (8)” zei Al giftig.
	“Nou, ik ga toch,” zei Tom.
	Ze kwamen de boomgaard uit en liepen tussen de rode hutjes de stoffige weg op. Uit een paar deuropeningen kwam het flauwe gele schijnsel van kerosinelampen en binnen, in het halfdonker, bewogen de zwarte silhouetten van de mensen. Aan het eind van de straat zat nog steeds een bewaker, met zijn jachtgeweer tegen zijn knie.
	Tom stopte even toen hij langs de bewaker kwam. “Ken ‘n mens zich hier ergens wass’n, meester (9)?”
	De bewaker bekeek hem eens goed in het zwakke licht (10). Uiteindelijk zei hij, “Zie je die watuhbak?”
	“Yep.”
	“Nou, d’r zit een slang an.”
	“Nog warm water?”
	“Zeg ‘s, wie denk je wel dat je bent? Rockefeller ofzo (11) ?”
“Nee,” zei Tom, “Nee, ik weet wel beter (12). Prettige avond nog, meester.”
De bewaker gromde minachtend: “Godsamme, warrum water. Straks willen ze nog ’n bad ook.” Hij staarde de vier Joads duister na.
Een tweede bewaker kwam achter het laatste huis vandaan. “Wat is d’r an de knikker, Mack?”
“Nou, die klere-Okies. ‘Hebbie ook warrum water?’ zegt-ie.”
De tweede bewaker leunde met de kolf van zijn jachtgeweer (13) op de grond. “Komp van al die kampementen,” zei hij. “Wedden dat die vent in zo’n kampement is geweest (14)? We krijgen geen rust tot al die kampen plat zijn (15). Voor je ‘t weet willen ze nog schone lakuhs ook.”
Mack vroeg, “Hoe gaat ‘t bij de poort – nog iets van gehoord?”
“Nou, ze stonden daar de godganse (16) dag te schreewen. Maar de marechaussee (17) heb ‘t onder controle. Ze gaan die lui d’r af trappen. Ik heb gehoord dat d’r een lange dunne klootzak (18) achter zit. Ze zeggen dat ze die vent vannacht te pakken gaan nemen, en dan zijn we d’r vanaf (19).”
“We vliegen d’r anders uit als ’t al te makkelijk gaat (20),” zei Mack.
“Nee hoor, wij vliegen niet (21). Die klote-Okies! Je mot ze de hele tijd in de gaten houwen. En als de boel te rustig wordt kennen we ’t altijd ’n beetje opporren.”
“Ze zullen wel problemen krijgen as ze hier minder gaan betalen.”
“Zeker weten. Nee hoor, maak jij je geen zorgen over vliegen – niet zolang Hooper in de buurt is.” (22)
Het fornuis brandde lekker in het huisje van de Joads. Stukjes hamburger spatten en sisten in het vet, en de aardappelen pruttelden. Het huisje stond blauw van de rook (23) en de gele lamp wierp zware zwarte schaduwen op de muren. Ma was rustig aan het werk bij het vuur, terwijl Roos van Sharon (24) op een krat zat, met haar dikke buik op haar knieën.
“Voel jij je al wat beter?” vroeg Ma.
“Ik word beroerd van die kooklucht. Heb ook honger.”
“Ga dan bij de deur zitt’n,” zei Ma.. “Ik mot die krat toch in mootjes hakk’n.”
De mannen dromden naar binnen. “Godallemachtig, vlees!” zei Tom. “En nog koffie ook, ik ken ‘t ruik’n. Jezus, waat heb ik ‘n honger! Ik heb ‘n boel perzikk’n geget’n, maar die help’n niks. Waar kenn’n we wass’n, Ma?”
“Bij de waterbak. Was daar maar. Ik heb d’r juist Ruthie ‘n Winfield naartoe gestuurd.” De mannen gingen weer naar buiten.
“Kom op, Roosjesjaarn,” commandeerde Ma. “Je mot of bij de deur zitt’n of op ‘t bed. Ik mot die krat stuk hakk’n.”
Het meisje duwde zichzelf op met haar handen. Ze waggelde moeizaam naar een van de matrassen en ging erop zitten. Ruthie en Winfield slopen zachtjes naar binnen. (25) Ze probeerden niet in de gaten te lopen door stilletjes vlakbij de muur te blijven.
Ma keek om. “Ik heb zo ‘t gevoel dat jullie geluk hebb’n dat d’r niet genoeg licht is, m’n jochies (26),” zei ze. Ze stapte vlug op Winfield af en voelde door zijn haar. “Nou,  je bent tenminste nat geword’n, maar schoon is vast anders.”
“D’r was niks geen zeep,” klaagde Winfield.
“Nee, dat klopt. Ik kon d’r geen zeep kop’n. Niet vandaag. Maar misschien kenn’n we morg’n wel zeep kop’n.” Ze ging terug naar het fornuis, dekte de tafel, en begon het eten op te scheppen. Voor iedereen twee stukjes vlees en een grote aardappel. Ze legde op elk bord drie sneetjes brood. Toen het vlees allemaal uit de pan was goot ze op elk bord een beetje jus. De mannen kwamen weer binnen met druipende gezichten en hun haar glanzend van het water.
“Laat me d’r bij,” riep Tom.
Ze pakten de borden. Ze aten zonder te praten, ze schrokten het eten naar binnen (27), en sopten de jus op met het brood. De kinderen trokken zich terug in een klein hoekje van de kamer, zetten hun borden op de grond, en aten op hun knieën, net als wilde dieren.
Tom slikte zijn laatste stuk brood door “Hebt u nog meer, Ma?”
“Nee,” zei ze. “Dat was ‘t. Je heb een dollar verdiend, en dat was alles wat d’r voor een dollar te krijg’n was.”
“Dat was alles?”
“Ze vrag’n hier meer. Zodra ’t ken mott’n we de stad in gaan.”
“Maar ik heb nog niet genoeg,” zei Tom.
“Nou, morg’n ken je ‘n volle dag werk’n. Morg’n avond – dan hebb’n we meer als genoeg.”
Al veegde zijn mond af met zijn mouw. “Denk asdat ik ‘ns rond ga neuz’n,” zei hij.
“Wacht eff’n, ik ga ook met.” Tom volgde hem naar buiten. Eenmaal in het donker ging Tom dichtbij zijn broer lopen. “Zeker wet’n dat je niet met wilt?”
“Nee. Ik ga neuz’n, dat zei ik toch.”
“Is goed (28),” zei Tom. Hij draaide zich om en wandelde naar het eind van de straat. De rook van de huizen hing laag aan de grond, en de lampen projecteerden de deuropeningen en ramen op de straat. Op de drempels zaten mensen die het donker in staarden. Tom zag hun hoofden draaiden om hem na te kijken (29). Aan het eind van de straat liep de lemen weg door een stoppelveld, en de zwarte vlekken van hooischelven waren nog net te zien in het licht van de sterren. Een klein maansikkeltje hing laag in de lucht in het westen, en de lange wolk van de melkweg was duidelijk te zien. Toms voetstappen klonken zacht op de stoffige weg, een donker pad naast de gele stoppels. Hij deed zijn handen in zijn zakken en sjokte naar de poort. Vlak naast de weg was een dijkje. Tom kon het zachte geruis van water tegen het gras bij het irrigatiekanaal horen. Hij klom het dijkje op en keek naar het donkere water daar beneden, en hij zag de langgerekte spiegeling van de sterren. De rijksweg was recht vooruit. Aan de koplampen van auto’s kon je zien waar hij liep (30). Tom ging verder die kant op. Hij kon de hoge poort zien in het licht van de sterren.
Een schim bewoog naast de weg. Een stem zei, “Hallo – wie is daar?”
Tom bleef stil staan. “Wie ben jij?” (31)
Een man kwam overeind en liep naar hem toe. Tom kon het geweer in zijn hand zien. Er scheen een lantaarn op zijn gezicht. “Waar denk jij dat je heengaat?”
“Nou, ik dacht asdat ik wel ‘n stukkie kon wandel’n. Mag dat soms niet?”
“Je ken beter een andere kant op wandelen.”
Tom vroeg, “Mag ik d’r niet eens eff’n uit?”
“Niet vannacht, nee. Loop je terug, of mot ik op m’n fluihtje fluihten en je op laten pakken?”
“Nou moe,” zei Tom, “ ‘t maakt mij niet uit hoor. Als ’t problem’n geeft, dan hoef ‘t niet voor mij, hoor. Dan ga ik wel weer terug.”
De donkere figuur ontspande. Het licht ging uit. “ ‘t is voor je eigen bestwil, weet je wel. Die idiote actievoerders konden je nog wel eens te pakken nemen.”
“Welke actievoerders?”
“Die verdomde rooien.”
“Oh,” zei Tom. “Daar wist ik niks van.”
“Je heb ze toch gezien toen je binnen kwam?”
“Nou, ik heb een stel kerels gezien, maar d’r was zoveel prinsemarij dat ‘k d’r geen idee van had. Dacht asdat ‘t ’n ongeluk was ofzo.”
“Nou, je ken maar beter terug gaan.”
“Da’s goed hoor, meester.” Hij draaide zich om en liep een stukje terug. Hij liep rustig honderd meter de weg af, en toen stopte hij om te luisteren (32). Vlakbij het kanaaltje  klonk het kenmerkende geluid van een wasbeer en, helemaal in de verte, het kwade gejank van een vastgebonden hond. Tom ging naast de weg zitten en luisterde ingespannen (33). Hij hoorde het hoge, zachte gepiep van een nachtzwaluw, en de voorzichtige bewegingen van een of ander (34) diertje dat aan het rondscharrelen was tussen de stoppels. Hij keek om zich heen naar de nachtlucht (35): overal donker, niets om tegen af te steken. Nu stond hij weer op en liep langzaam naar de rechterkant van de weg, het stoppelveld in. (36) Hij liep voorovergebogen, bijna zo klein als de hooischelven. Hij kwam maar langzaam vooruit en stond regelmatig stil om te luisteren. Uiteindelijk kwam hij bij het hek, vijf strak gespannen stukken prikkeldraad. Hij ging naast het hek op zijn rug liggen, schoof zijn hoofd onder het laagste stuk prikkeldraad door, duwde het prikkeldraad omhoog met zijn handen en schoof er verder onderdoor door zich met zijn voeten af te zetten tegen de grond.
Hij wou bijna weer opstaan toen een groepje mannen voorbij kwam lopen langs de grote weg. Tom wachtte een poosje (37) tot ze ver genoeg vooruit waren voor hij overeind kwam en ze achterna ging. Hij keek uit naar tentjes langs de weg. Een paar auto’s reden voorbij. Er liep een stroompje dwars door de velden, en de snelweg ging er overheen over een kleine betonnen brug. Tom keek over de rand van de brug. Op de bodem van het diepe ravijn daar beneden zag hij een lamp door een tentzeil schijnen (38). Hij bleef even staan kijken, en zag de silhouetten van mensen op het tentzeil. Tom klom over een schutting en verder naar beneden, het ravijn in, dwars door de bosjes en de struiken (39) , en op de bodem, naast een piepklein beekje, vond hij een pad. Er zat een man op een krat voor de tent. 
“Goeienavond,” zei Tom.
“Wie ben jij”
“Nou – ik, nou ja – ik kom gewoon langs.”
“Ken je hier iemand?”
“Nee. Ik zei toch dat-ik gewoon langs kwam.”
Een hoofd kwam uit de tent. Een stem zei, “Wat is d’r aan de hand?”
“Casy!” riep Tom. “Casy! Jezus Christus, wat doet jij hier?”
“Godsamme (40), dat is Tom Joad! Kom d’r in, Tommie. Kom binn’n.”
“Ken je ‘m dan?” vroeg de man op de krat.
“Of ik ‘m ken? Jezus, ènof ik hem ken! (41). Ik ken ‘m al jar’n. Ben sam’n met ‘m hiernaartoe gekom’n (42). Kom d’r in, Tom.” Hij pakte Toms arm beet (43) en trok hem de tent in.
Er zaten drie andere mannen op de grond, en een lantaarn brandde in het midden van de tent. De drie mannen keken wantrouwig op. Een man met een stuurs, donker gezicht stak zijn hand uit. “Aangenaam kennis mak’n,” zei hij. “Ik hoorde wat Casy toenet zei. Is dit de kerel waar of je’t over had?”
“Nou ‘n of. Dit is ’m. Krijg nou wat! Waar is de rest van de familje (44)? Wat doe je hier helemaal?”
“Nou,” zei Tom, “we hadd’n gehoord asdat d’r hierzo werk was. Dus we kom’n, en toen was d’r hier ‘n bende jut’n die ons de boerderij op jag’n, en toen hebb’n we de hele middag perzik’n geplukt. Ik had ’n bende kerels hier buit’n zien schreeuw’n. Daarbinn’n wouw’n ze niks zegg’n, dus ik ben maar naar buit’n gekom’n om ‘ns te kijk’n wat of d’r an de hand was. Hoe ben jij hier zo terecht gekom’n, Casy?”
De priester boog naar voren en het gele licht van de lantaarn viel op zijn hoge, bleke voorhoofd. “De gevangenis is nogal ’n eigenaardige plek,” zei hij. “Dat heb ik dan weer, ik heb de wildernis opgezocht, net als Jezus, om iets uit te vogel’n. Had het soms bijna te pakk’n ook nog. Maar in de cel heb ik ‘t pas echt door.” Zijn ogen waren helder en opgewekt. “Één grote cel, en altijd helemaal propvol. Nieuwe kerels kom’n binn’n, andere kerels gaan weer weg. En ik heb natuurlijk met ze allemaal gesprok’n.”
“’Tuurlijk,” zei Tom. “Jij mot altijd prat’n. Als je naar de galg most zou je nog met de beul babbel’n. Het nergens nog zo’n kletskous gezien als jij.”
De mannen in de tent grinnikten. Een klein verschrompeld mannetje met een rimpelig gezicht sloeg zijn hand op zijn knie. “Die mot altijd prat’n,” zei hij. “Maar de mens’n hor’n  ‘m graag.”
“Hij was vroeger ‘n priester,” zei Tom. “Het-ie dat verteld?”
“Ja hoor, dat het-ie verteld.”
Casy grijnsde. “Nou, meneer,” ging hij verder, “toen kreeg ik ‘t door. Sommig’n van die kerels daar waren dronkelapp’n, maar de meest’n zaten d’r omdat ze ding’n hadden gestol’n; en voor ’t grootste deel ding’n die ze nodig hadd’n en anders niet kond’n krijg’n. Snappie?” vroeg hij.
“Nee,” zei Tom.
“Nou kijk, ’t war’n goeie kerels. Ze ging’n alleen maar de fout in omdat ze ding’n nodig hadd’n (45). En toen begon ik ’t door te krijg’n. ’t Is die behoefte waar alle ellende door komt. Maar ik was er nog niet. Nou, op ’n dag gev’n ze ons zure bon’n te et’n. En één kerel begon te schreew’n, en d’r gebeurt niks. Hij staat daar z’n long’n uit z’n lijf te schreew’n. De bewaker komt langs, kijkt naar binn’n, gaat gewoon weer weg. En dan begint d’r een andere kerel ook te schreeuw’n. Nou, en dan beginn’n we allemaal te schreeuw’n. En we schreeuw’n allemaal hetzelfde, als één man, en ik zeg, ‘t lijkt net of die cel groter en groter wordt (46). Godsamme (47)! En dan gebeurt d’r iets nieuws. Ze kom’n d’r aan renn’n, en ze gev’n ons wat anders om te et’n – gev’n het ons gewoon. Snappie?”
“Nee,” zei Tom.
Casy legde zijn kin in zijn handen. “Misschien leg ik ‘t niet goed uit,” zei hij. “Misschien moet je ‘t zelf zien. Waar is je pet?”
“Heb ik nie’ metgenom’n.’
“Hoe gaat-et met je zuster?”
“Oh nou (48), die is zo vet als ‘n koe. Het wordt vast ‘n tweeling. Binn’nkort heeft ze wieltjes onder d’r buik nodig, ze houdt ‘m nu vast met d’r hand’n. Je hebt me nog niet verteld wat d’r allemaal aan de haand is.”
Het verschrompelde mannetje zei, “We stak’n. Dit is ’n staking hier.”
“Nou, vijf cent per kraat is niet veel, maar je ken d’r toch van et’n.”
“Vijf cent?” riep het verschrompelde mannetje uit. “Vijf cent! Ze betal’n je vijf cent?”
“Welzeker. We hebb’n ander-halve dollar verdiend vandaag (49).”
Er viel een bedrukte stilte in de tent. Casy staarde door het gat van de ingang de donkere nacht in. “Mot je hor’n, Tom,” zei hij na een tijdje. “Wij kwam’n hier ook om te werk’n. Ze zeid’n dat ’t vijf cent zou zijn. We war’n met ‘n heleboel. Toen we d’r eenmaal aan kwam’n zeid’n ze dat ’t nog maar twee en ’n halve cent was (50). Daar kan je niet van et’n, zeker niet als je nog kinder’n hebt ook (51) – Dus wij zegg’n dat we ’t daar niet voor doen. Dus toen gooid’n ze ons d’r uit. En alle jut’n uit de hele wereld kom’n op ons af. En nu betal’n ze jullie dus vijf cent. En wat nou as ze de staking hier brek’n, wat denk je dan – dat ze je nog steeds vijf zullen betal’n?”
“Kweenie,” zei Tom. “Dat betal’n ze nu toch.”
“Hoor ‘s,” zei Casy. “Wij probeerd’n één lijn te trekk’n, en ze joeg’n ons weg, net as beest’n (52). Joeg’n ons uit mekaar. Sloeg’n kerels in mekaar. Joeg’n ons op as beest’n. Joeg’n jullie d’r ook weer in as beest’n. Wij kunn’n ’t niet veel langer uithouw’n. Sommige van onze mens’n hebb’n al twee dag’n niks te et’n gehad. Ga jij vannacht weer terug?”
“Da’s wel ‘t plan (53),” zei Tom.
“Nou – vertel de mens’n daar binn’n dan hoe ‘t zit, Tom. Vertel ze maar dat ze ons uithonger’n en dat ze d’r zelf alleen maar slechter van word’n (54). Want je kan d’r gif op innem’n (55), zodra ze ons hier wegjag’n wordt ‘t weer twee en ’n half.”
“Ik zal m’n best doen,” zei Tom. “Maar ‘k weet niet goed hoe of ik het vertell’n kan. ‘k Heb nooit nog zo veel kerels met gewer’n gezien. Kweenie of ze je wel lat’n prat’n. En de mens’n daar mak’n nou niet echt makkelijk ’n praatje. Ze star’n naar de grond en zegg’n niet eens gedag.”
“Probeer ‘t ze toch maar te vertell’n, Tom. Ze krijg’n twee en ‘n half zodra wij weg zijn. Je weet toch wel wat twee ‘n half betekent – da’s een hele ton perzik’n geplukt en al voor één dollar.” Hij liet zijn hoofd moedeloos hangen (56). “Nee – dat is niet te doen. Je kan daar geen et’n voor krijg’n. Een mens kan d’r niet van et’n.”
“Ik zal ‘t prober’n te zegg’n.”
“Hoe gaat ‘t met je ma?”
“Gaat best. Ze had ’t goed naar d’r zin in dat kampement. ’n Bad, warm water.”
“Ja – heb d’r van gehoord.”
“’t Was d’r best fijn. Maar d’r was geen werk daar. Dus most’n we d’r vandoor.”
“Ik zou d’r wel ‘ns naar zo’n een will’n,” zei Casy. “Zou ‘t wel ‘ns will’n zien. Ze zegg’n (57) dat d’r geen jut’n zijn.”
“De mens’n daar zijn d’r eig’n politie.”
Casy keek blij verrast op (58). “En war’n d’r dan geen problem’n? Werd d’r niet gevocht’n, gestol’n, gedronk’n?”
“Nee,” zei Tom.
“Nou, en als d’r een kerel echt iets slechts deed – wat dan? Wat ded’n ze dan?”
“Gooid’n ze ‘m ‘t kamp uut.”
“Maar d’r war’n d’r niet veel?”
“Echt niet,” zei Tom. “We war’n d’r een hele maand en ik heb d’r maar één zo gezien.”
Casy’s ogen schitterden van de opwinding. Hij keek naar de andere mannen. “Zie je nou?” riep hij uit. “Ik zei ‘t toch. Jut’n veroorzak’n meer problem’n dan dat ze voorkom’n. Luister, Tom. Probeer de mens’n daar binn’n d’r uit te krijg’n. We hebb’n nog maar ’n paar dag’n nodig (59). De perzik’n zijn rijp. Zeg dat maar.”
“Dat doen ze nooit’,” zei Tom. “Ze krijg’n vijf cent, en verder ken ‘t ze allemaal geen reet schel’n (60).”
“Maar zodra de staking weg is krijg’n ze geen vijf cent meer.”
“Ik denk niet dat ze dat gelov’n. Ze krijg’n nu toch vijf cent. Da’s ’t enige wat ze ken schel’n.” 
“Nou, zeg ‘t ze toch maar.”
“Pa zou ‘t niet doen,” zei Tom. “Ik ken ‘m. Hij zou zegg’n dat ‘t nie’ zijn zaak is.”
“Ja,” zei Casy teleurgesteld. “Daar heb je wel gelijk in denk ik. Hij mot het eerst zelf voel’n voordat-tie ‘t snapt (61).”
“We hadd’n geen et’n meer,” zei Tom. “Maar vanavond hadd’n we vlees. ’t Was niet veel, maar ’t was d’r wel. Denk je dat Pa z’n vlees opgeeft voor ‘n paar vreemde kerels? En Roosjesjaarn mot melk hebb’n. Denk je dat Ma die baby gaat uithonger’n omdat d’r een paar kerels ’n beetje staan te schreeuw’n buit’n de poort?”
Casy zei mismoedig, “ik wou maar dat ze ’t zouw’n snapp’n. Ik wou maar dat ze zouw’n snapp’n dat ‘t de enige manier om dat vlees ook te houw’n (62) – Oh, verdomme! Ik word d’r soms zo moe van. Zo verdomde moe. Ik heb ’n kerel gekend. Ze bracht’n ‘m binn’n toen ik in de gevangenis zat. Hij had geprobeerd om ’n vakbond op te zett’n. Had d’r een begonn’n. En toen sloeg de burgerwacht (63) hier ’t uit mekaar. En wat denk je? Dezelfde lui die hij d’r mee had willen help’n gooid’n ‘m d’r uit. Wild’n niks meer met ‘m te mak’n hebb’n. Waren bang om sam’n met ‘m gezien te word’n. Ze zeid’n tegen ‘m, ‘Rot op. Jij bent gevaarlijk voor ons.’ Nou joh (64), dat deed ‘m goed pijn. Maar toen zegt-ie, ‘’t Is nog niet zo erg as je ’t maar snapt.’ Zegt-ie, ‘de Franse Revolutie – alle kerels die dat zijn begonn’n zijn zelf ook onthoofd. Gaat altijd zo,’ zegt-ie. ‘de gewoonste zaak van de wereld. Je doet ’t niet voor je eigen plezier. Je doet ’t omdat je ’t mot doen. Omdat je zo bent. Kijk maar naar Washington,’ zegt-ie. ‘Zet de Revolutie op pot’n, en daarna keren die klojos zich mooi teg’n ‘m. En ’t zelfde lak’n ’n pak voor Lincoln. Die zelfde mens’n eis’n z’n kop. Doodgewoon.’”
“Daat klinkt niet zo lollig,” zei Tom.
“Nee, dat is’t ook niet (65). Die kerel in de cel, die zegt, ‘Nou, je doet in elk geval maar wat je ken. Maar,’ zegt-ie, ‘wat je mot snapp’n is dat elke keer dat je ‘n stapje vooruit zet, dat ‘t dan ook wel weer wat achteruit gaat, maar nooit helemaal. Dat ken je bewijz’n,’ zegt-ie, ‘en daardoor is ‘t allemaal weer goed. En dan was ‘t niet voor niks, ook al lijkt ‘t soms wel zo.”
“Klets’n,” zei Tom. “Altijd maar klets’n. Neem m’n broer Al nou. Die is op zoek naar ’n meisje. Verder ken ‘m niks schel’n. Over ‘n paar dag’n het-ie ‘n meisje. Dan denk-ie d’r de hele dag aan en stoeit-ie (66) de hele nacht. Ken ‘m geen reet schel’n of d’r stapp’n naar voor’n of naar achter’n of opzij gaan.”
“Tuurlijk,” zei Casy. “Tuurlijk. Hij doet wat-ie niet lat’n kan. Dat doen we allemaal.”
De man buiten op de krat trok de flap van de tent omhoog (67). “Verdomme, ‘t bevalt me niks,” zei hij.
Casy keek op. “Wat is d’r aan de hand?”
“Kweenie. Krijg gewoon de kriebels. Gespann’n als ’n snaar. (68)”
“Nou, wat is er dan aan de hand?”
“Kweenie. Lijkt net alsof ik wat hoor, en dan luister ik nog ‘ns goed en dan is d’r niks om te hor’n.”
“Je bent gewoon zenuwachtig,” zei het verschrompelde mannetje. Hij stond op en ging naar buiten. Twee tellen later (69) stak hij zijn hoofd weer naar binnen. “D’r is ‘n hele grote wolk in de lucht. Zit vast onweer in. Daar krijgt-ie de kriebels vaan – ‘lectriceteit.” Hij trok zijn hoofd weer terug naar buiten. De andere twee mannen stonden op en gingen ook naar buiten.
Casy zei zacht, “Ze hebb’n allemaal de kriebels. De jut’n zei’n dat ze ons allemaal in mekaar kom’n slaan en gaan wegjag’n (70). Ze denk’n dat ik de baas (71) ben omdat ik het meeste praat.”
Het gerimpelde gezicht verscheen weer in de opening. “Casy, doe die ‘s lamp uit en kom ‘s naar buit’n. D’r is toch (72) iets.”
Casy draaide aan de schroef. De vlam kromp terug in het gaatje, maakte een ploffend geluid en ging uit. Casy ging op de tast naar buiten en Tom kwam achter hem aan. “Wat is d’r dan?” vroeg Casy zachtjes.
“Kweenie. Daarzo (73)!”
Er was een muur van kikkergeluiden die op ging in de stilte. Het hoge, schrille gefluit van krekels. Maar behalve die achtergrondgeluiden was er nog wat anders te horen – zachte voetstappen op de weg, het barsten van de aarde op de helling, ritselende takken bij het beekje.
“Volgens mij is er niets te hor’n. Mooi stel zijn jullie. “t Zijn gewoon de zenuw’n,” zei Casy om hen gerust te stellen. “We hebb’n allemaal de zenuw’n. Je kan d’r niks van zegg’n. Hoor jij iets, Tom?”
“Ik hoor ‘t wel,” zei Tom. “Ja, ik hoor wel iets. Volgens mij kom’n d’r kerels van alle kant’n deze kant op. We mott’n wegwez’n.”
Het gerimpelde mannetje fluisterde, “Onder de brug door – en dan die kant op. Zonde van m’n tent.”
“Wegwez’n,” zei Casy.
Ze slopen zachtjes langs het stroompje. Voor hen lag de zwarte boog van de brug, net de ingang van een grot. Casy bukte en ging eronderdoor. Tom ging achter hem aan. Hun voeten gleden het water in. Ze liepen tien meter (74), en hun adem echode tegen het gewelf. Toen kwamen ze aan de andere kant onder de brug uit en konden weer rechtop staan.
Een harde schreeuw, “Daar zijn ze!” De lichtbundels van twee zaklampen vielen op de mannen, vingen ze in, verblindden ze. “Blijf waar je bent.” De stemmen kwamen uit de duisternis. “Dat is ‘m. Die mooie klootzak. Dat is ‘m.”
Casy staarde verblind in het licht. Hij ademde zwaar. “Hoor ‘ns,” zei hij. “Jullie kerels wet’n niet wat je doet. Jullie help’n om kinder’n uit te honger’n.”
“Hou je bek, rooie rotzak.”
Een kleine, dikke man stapte in het licht. Hij had een nieuwe, witte stok voor een pikhouweel bij zich.
Casy ging verder, “Je weet niet wat je doet.”
De dikke man haalde uit met de stok. Casy dook er recht op in. Het zware ding ramde tegen zijn slaap (75) met een dof gekraak van het bot, en Casy viel zijdelings uit het licht.
“Jezus, George. Ik denk dat-ie dood is (76).”
“Zet het licht d’r ‘ns op,” zei George. “Net goed voor die klootzak.” De straal van de zaklamp ging naar beneden, zocht over de grond (77) en vond Casy’s ingeslagen hoofd.
Tom keek naar de priester. Het licht viel langs de benen van de dikke man en de nieuwe witte stok. Zonder geluid sprong Tom naar voren. Hij wrong de stok uit de handen van de man (78). De eerste keer wist hij dat hij miste en een schouder raakte, maar de tweede keer raakte zijn harde klap het hoofd, en de dikke man zonk al op zijn knieën toen nog drie klappen zijn hoofd troffen. De zaklampen dansten in het rond. Er werd geschreeuwd, je hoorde het geluid van rennende voeten, gekraak door de bosjes. De man lag languit op de grond en Tom boog zich over hem heen. En toen raakte een zware houten stok zijn hoofd, met een schampslag. Hij voelde de klap als een elektrische schok. En toen was hij door het beekje aan het rennen, voorover gebogen. Hij hoorde spetterende voetstappen achter zich aan. Opeens maakte hij een scherpe wending en kroop de bosjes in, diep tussen de brandnetels (79). En hij lag stil. De voetstappen kwamen dichterbij, de lichtstralen gingen langs het beekbed. Tom wrong zich door de bosjes de helling op. Hij kwam uit in een boomgaard. En hij kon nog steeds het geschreeuw horen, de achtervolging door de bedding van de beek. Hij boog zich voorover en rende over de omgeploegde aarde; de kluiten kantelden en gleden weg onder zijn voeten. Recht voortuit zag hij de bosjes aan de rand van het veld, langs het irrigatiekanaal. Hij glipte onder het hek door, kroop door de bosjes en de braamstruiken. En toen bleef hij stil liggen om uit te hijgen. Hij betastte zijn gevoelloze gezicht en neus. De neus was gebroken (80), en bloed druppelde van zijn kin. Hij lag stil op zijn buik tot hij weer wat kon nadenken. En daarna kroop hij langzaam over de rand van het kanaaltje. Hij waste zijn gezicht in het koele water, scheurde een stuk (81) van zijn blauwe hemd af, dompelde het in het water en hield het tegen zijn gewonde wang en neus. Het water prikte en brandde.
De zwarte wolk was voorbij gedreven, een donkere inktvlek voor de sterren. De nacht was weer stil.
Tom stapte het kanaaltje in en voelde de bodem wegvallen onder zijn voeten. Hij maakte twee slagen door het water en trok zich met moeite op aan de andere kant. Zijn kleren plakten aan hem vast. Hij bewoog en maakte een klotsend geluid; zijn schoenen sopten. Toen ging hij zitten, trok zijn schoenen uit en liet het water eruit lopen. Hij wrong zijn broekspijpen uit, trok zijn jas uit en perste het water eruit.
Hij zag de dansende lichtbundels van de zaklampen langs de grote weg door de greppels zoeken. Tom deed zijn schoenen weer aan en sloop voorzichtig door het stoppelveld. Er kwam geen gesop meer uit zijn schoenen. Hij ging instinctief naar de andere kant van het stoppelveld, en uiteindelijk kwam hij bij de weg. Heel voorzichtig sloop hij naar het huizenblok toe.
Één keer riep een bewaker, die dacht dat hij iets hoorde, “Wie is daar?”
Tom liet zich vallen en lag heel stil op de grond, en de straal van een zaklamp ging over hem heen. Hij kroop zachtjes naar de deur van het huisje van de Joads. De deur piepte in de scharnieren. En de stem van Ma, kalm en rustig en klaarwakker:
“Wat is dat?”
“Ik. Tom.”
“Nou, je ken maar beter wat slap’n. Al is d’r nog niet.”
“Die het vast een meisje gevond’n.”
“Ga maar slap’n,” zei ze zacht. “Daar onder ‘t raam.”
Hij vond zijn plekje en trok al zijn kleren uit (82). Hij lag onder zijn deken te rillen. Het gevoel in zijn kapotte gezicht begon terug te komen, en zijn hele hoofd bonkte.
Het duurde nog een uur voordat Al terugkwam. Hij kwam voorzichtig dichterbij en stapte op Tom’s natte kleren.
“Sst!” zei Tom.
Al fluisterde, “Ben jij nog wakker? Waarom ben je zo nat?”
“Sst,” zei Tom. “Vertel ‘t je morgenochtend wel.”
Pa draaide zich op zijn rug, en zijn snurken vulde de kamer met gegrom en gereutel.
“Je bent ijskoud, (83)” zei Al.
“Sst. Ga nou maar slap’n.” Het kleine vierkante raam stak al grijs af  tegen het zwart van de kamer.
Tom sliep niet. De zenuwuiteinden in zijn gewonde gezicht speelden tikkertje en alles klopte, zijn jukbeen deed pijn, zijn gebroken neus zwol op en bonkende pijnscheuten leken hem heen en weer te duwen, te schudden. Hij keek naar het kleine vierkante raampje, zag de sterren langs glijden en vervagen. Af en toe hoorde hij de voetstappen van de bewakers.
Uiteindelijk kraaiden de hanen, ver weg, en het raampje werd langzaamaan lichter. Tom betastte zijn gezwollen gezicht met zijn vingertoppen, en Al bromde en mompelde in zijn slaap door de beweging.
Eindelijk kwam de zon op. Vanuit de opeengepakte huisjes kwamen de geluiden van beweging, van hout dat werd gebroken, van gekletter van pannen. In de grijzige schemer zat Ma opeens recht overeind. Tom kon haar gezicht zien, gezwollen van de slaap. Ze keek een lange poos naar het raam. En toen gooide ze haar deken van zich af en grabbelde naar haar jurk. Ze trok hem over haar hoofd, deed haar armen omhoog en liet de jurk op haar heupen vallen terwijl ze nog steeds op het matras zat. Ze stond op en trok hem over haar benen naar haar enkels (84). Daarna stapte ze, op blote voeten, voorzichtig naar het raam en keek naar buiten, en terwijl ze zag dat het langzaamaan licht werd, haalden haar vlugge vingers haar haar uit de vlecht, kamden door de lokken en maakten er weer een vlecht van. Daarna vouwde ze haar handen voor zich samen en stond even onbeweeglijk stil. Haar gezicht werd scherp verlicht door het raam. Ze draaide zich om, stapte voorzichtig langs de matrassen, en pakte de lamp. De kap knarste omhoog, en ze stak de pit aan.
Pa rolde zich om en keek naar haar met knipperende ogen. Ze zei, “Pa, heb je nog waat geld?”
“Hoe?  Ja. ‘n Briefje voor zestig cent.”
“Nou, sta dan op en ga ‘ns wat meel en wat spek hal’n. Schiet op.”
Pa gaapte. “Misschien is die winkel nog niet eens op’n.”
“Dan zorg je maar asdat ze ‘m op’n mak’n. Ik mot jullie kerels toch wat te et’n gev’n. Je mot vandaag werk’n.”
Pa kroop met moeite in zijn overall en trok zijn versleten jas aan. Hij stommelde sloom de deur uit, al gapend en rekkend.
De kinderen werden wakker en keken toe van onder hun deken, net kleine muisjes. Bleek licht vulde nu de kamer, maar het was kleurloos, nog voor de zon echt doorbrak (85).  Ma wierp een blik op de matrassen. Oom John was wakker, Al sliep nog diep. Haar ogen vielen op Tom. Ze bekeek hem even wat beter, en toen ging ze snel naar hem toe. Zijn gezicht was opgezwollen en blauw, en het bloed was zwart opgedroogd op zijn lippen en zijn kin. De randjes van de gescheurde wang waren strak samengetrokken.
“Tom,” fluisterde ze, “wat is d’r met jou gebeurd (86)?”
“Sst!” zei hij. “Praat niet zo hard. Ik heb gevocht’n.”
“Tom!”
“Ik kon ‘t niet help’n, Ma.”
Ze knielde naast hem neer. “Zit je in de nest’n?”
Het duurde lang voor hij antwoord gaf. “Ja,” zei hij. “Behoorlijk (87) in de nest’n. Ik ken niet gaan werk’n. Ik mot me verstopp’n.”
De kinderen kropen dichterbij op hun handen en knieën, gretig starend. “Wat is d’r met hem aan de hand, Ma?”
“Mond dicht!” zei Ma. “Ga je wass’n.”
“We hebb’n geen zeep.”
“Nou, doe ‘t dan maar met water.”
“Wat is d’r met Tom?”
“Nou moet je de mond houd’n. En waag het niet om dit aan wie dan ook te zegg’n.”
Ze dropen af en gingen op hun hurken tegen de achterwand zitten, want ze wisten wel dat ze nu niet zouden worden geïnspecteerd.
Ma vroeg, “Is ‘t erg?”
“M’n neus is stuk.”
“Ik bedoel de moeilijkhed’n?”
“Ja. Heel erg!”
Al deed zijn ogen open en keek naar Tom. “Jezus Christus ! (88) Wat heb jij uitgevret’n?”
“Wat is d’r aan de hand?” vroeg Oom John.
Pa stampte naar binnen. “Ze war’n toch al op’n.” Hij zette een piepklein zakje meel en een pakje spek op de grond naast het fornuis. “Wat is d’r aan de hand?” vroeg hij.
Tom leunde even op zijn elleboog om zichzelf rechtop te houden, en toen ging hij weer achterover liggen. “Jezus, wat ben ik slaap. Ik ga ’t je maar één keer vertell’n, dus ik vertel ’t je wel allemaal tegelijk (89). Waar zijn de kleintjes (90)?”
Ma keek naar hen om. Ze zaten nog steeds op hun hurken tegen de muur. “Gaat je gezicht wass’n.”
“Nee,” zei Tom. “Ze mott’n ‘t ook hor’n. Ze mott’n ‘t ook wet’n. Als ze van niks wet’n gaan ze misschien klets’n.”
“Wat is d’r verdomme aan de hand?” vroeg Pa op gebiedende toon (91).
“Ik zal ‘t u zegg’n. Gisteravond ben ik gaan kijk’n wat of al dat geschreeuw nou eig’nlijk allemaal was. En ik kwam me daar Casy teg’n.”
“De priester?”
“Ja, Pa. De priester, maar dan als de aanvoerder van de staking. Ze kwam’n achter ‘m aan.”
 “Wie kwam’n achter ‘m aan?”, moest Pa weten.
“Kweenie. Zelfde soort kerels die ons die ene nacht teg’n hield’n op de weg. Ze hadd’n dikke stok.” Hij stopte even. “En ze makt’n ‘m dood. Sloeg’n ‘m zo de kop in. Ik stond d’r krek naast. Ik ging door ’t lint. Greep de stok.” Hij keek met nietsziende ogen terug op de nacht, de duisternis, de zaklampen, terwijl hij verder sprak. “Ik – Ik heb ‘r ‘n kerel mee neergeslag’n.”
Ma’s adem stokte in haar keel. Pa verstijfde. “Doodgeslag’n?” vroeg hij zachtjes.
“Ik – kweenie. Ik ging door ‘t lint. Probeerde ‘t wel.”
Ma vroeg, “Hebb’n ze je gezien?”
“Kweenie. Kweenie. Denk van wel. We stond’n pal in ’t licht.”
Ma keek hem even recht in de ogen. “Pa,” zei ze, “breek ‘s wat kratt’n. We moet’n nog ontbijt’n. Jullie moet’n gaan werk’n. Ruthie, Winfiel’. Als ze je wat vrag’n – Tom is ziek – gesnop’n? Als je dit vertelt – dan (92) – stur’n ze ‘m terug naar de lik. Gesnop’n?”
“Ja, moeder (93).”
“Hou d’r ‘n oogje op, John. Zorg dat ze met niemand prat’n.” Ze maakte het vuur aan terwijl Pa de kratten waar de spullen in zaten kapot trok. Ze kneedde haar deeg, zette een pot koffie op. Het lichte hout vatte vlam en het vuur trok lekker in de schoorsteen.
Pa brak de laatste stukken krat. Hij ging bij Tom zitten. “Casy was een goeie vent. Waarvoor most-ie zich zo nodig met die lui (94) bemoei’n?”
Tom zei toonloos, “Ze kwam’n hier voor vijf cent per krat.”
“Dat krijg’n wij ook.”
“Ja. Maar wij war’n hier de staking aan ‘t brek’n. Ze gav’n die lui maar twee ‘n halve cent.”
“Daar ken je niet van et’n.”
“Dat weet ik,” zei Tom vermoeid. “Daarom ging’n ze ook stak’n. Nou, ik denk asdat die staking na vannacht wel voorbij is. Misschien krijg’n wij ook maar twee ‘n halve cent vandaag.”
“(95) Die klootzakk’n–!”
“Ja! Pa, snapt u ‘t nu? Casy was nog steeds ‘n – goeie vent. Godverdomme, ik ken ‘t gewoon niet verget’n zoals die daar lag – met z’n kop ingeslag’n en ’t bloed dat-d’r uit kwam (96). Jezus!” Hij deed zijn handen over zijn ogen.
“Nou, wat doen we dan?” vroeg Oom John.
Al stond op. “Nou, ik weet wel watof ik doe. Ik ga d’r vantuss’n.”
“Nee, dat doe je niet, Al,” zei Tom. “We hebb’n jou nou juist (97) nodig. Ik mot weg (98). Ik ben ’n gevaar als ik hier blijf (99). Zodra als ik weer op m’n ben’n ken staan ga ik d’r vandoor.”
Ma was bezig bij het fornuis. Haar hoofd was half naar hen toe gedraaid om mee te kunnen luisteren. Ze deed wat vet in de bakpan, en toen het begon te spetteren van de hitte lepelde ze het deeg erin.
Tom zei nog eens, “Jij mot hier blijv’n, Al. Jij mot voor de auto zorg’n.”
“Nou, ik vind-et maar niks.”
“Ik ken d’r niks aan doen, Al. ’t Is toch je familje. Jij kunt ze help’n. Ik ben gevaarlijk voor ze.”
Al gromde boos. “Ik snap niet waarom ik niet een baantje in ’n garage mag zoek’n.”
“Misschien later nog.” Tom keek langs hem heen en zag Roos van Sharon op het matras liggen. Haar ogen waren heel erg groot – helemaal wijd open. “Maak jij geen zorg’n,” zei hij tegen haar. “Maak jij zich maar geen zorg’n. We zorg’n dat jij vandaag wat melk krijgt.” Ze knipperde langzaam met haar ogen, en gaf geen antwoord.
Pa zei, “We moet’n ‘t wet’n, Tom. Denk je dat-die vent dood is?”
“Ik weet ‘t niet. ’t Was donker. En ik kreeg ’n klap om m’n kop. Ik weet ‘t niet. Ik hoop van wel. Ik hoop dat ik die klootzak goed dood heb geslag’n.”
“Tom!” riep Ma uit. “Dat mag je niet zegg’n.”
Van de straat kwam het geluid van langzaamrijdende auto’s. Pa stapte naar het raam, keek naar buiten en zei  “D’r komt ‘n hele rits nieuwe mens’n binn’n.”
“Dan zal de staking wel voorbij wez’n,” zei Tom. “Dan krijg je vandaag vast twee ‘n halve cent.”
“Maar dan ken je je kapot werk’n en je ken d’r nog niet van et’n.”
“Daat weet ik,”zei Tom. “Eet maar flink van de perzikk’n van de grond. Daar ken je ’n beetje op ter’n (100).”
Ma draaide het deeg om en roerde in de koffie. “Hoort ‘s,” zei ze. “Ik ga vandaag maisbloem hal’n. Dan et’n we maispap. En zodra asdat we genoeg voor benzine hebb’n verdiend gaan we d’r vantuss’n. Dit is geen goeie plek om te blijv’n. En ik laat Tom d’r mooi niet op z’n eentje vandoor gaan. Geen sprake van (101).”
“Dat ken niet, Ma. Ik ben alleen maar gevaarlijk om in de buurt te hebb’n, dat zeg ik toch.”
Ze stak haar kin vooruit. “Niks d’r van (102). Hier, eet dit op, en dan gaat je uit werk’n. Ik kom d’r achteraan zodra asdat  ik me gewassen heb. We moet’n wat geld verdien’n.”
Ze aten het gebakken deeg op, en het was zo heet dat het hun mond brandde. En ze sloegen de koffie achterover en vulden hun mokken en dronken er nog een paar.
Oom John schudde zijn hoofd boven zijn bord. “Ziet d’r niet naar uit asdat we d’r hier rijker van word’n. ’t Komt vast door m’n zonde.”
“Oh, hou je bek!” riep Pa uit.”We hebb’n geen tijd voor jou en je zond’n. Kom op. We moet’n aan de slag. Kleintjes, kom mee, jullie ken help’n. Ma heb gelijk. We moet’n voort mak’n.”
Toen ze eenmaal weg waren gaf Ma Tom een bord en een mok. “Je ken beter toch ‘n beetje et’n.”
“Gaat niet, Ma. Ik ben zo beurs asdat ‘k niet eens ken kouw’n.”
“Probeer ‘t toch maar.”
“Nee, gaat echt niet, Ma.”
Ze ging op de rand van zijn matras zitten. “Je moet ‘t me nou toch vertell’n,” zei ze. “Ik mot wet’n hoe of ’t is gebeurd. Ik wil ‘t goed begrijp’n. Wat deed die Casy nou precies? Waarom most’n ze ‘m dood slaan?”
“Hij stond daar gewoon, in ‘t licht.”
“Wat zei-die? Weet je nog wat-ie zei?”
Tom zei, “Tuurlijk. Casy zei, ‘Je het ‘t recht niet om mensen uit te honger’n.’ En toen kwam die dikzak en die noemde ‘m ’n rooie. En Casy zegt, ‘Je weet niet wat je doet.’ En toen sloeg die vent z’n kop in.”
Ma sloeg haar ogen neer. Ze wrong haar handen. “Zei-die dat – ‘Je weet niet wat je doet?”
“Ja!”
Ma zei, “Ik wou dat Opoe dat nog kon hor’n.”
“Ma – ik deed het niet bewust, net als adem hal’n. Ik wist niet eens dat-ik ‘t zou doen.”
“’t Is al goed. Ik wou dat je ‘t niet gedaan had. Ik wou dat je d’r niet bij was geweest. Maar je hebt gewoon gedaan wat je doen most. Ik geloof niet dat jij iets fout hebt gedaan.” Ze ging naar het fornuis en doopte een doekje in het water dat op stond te warmen voor de afwas (103) “Hierzo,” zei ze. “Leg dat maar op je gezicht.”
Hij legde de warme doek over zijn neus en zijn wang, en deinsde terug van de hitte. “Ma, ik ga d’r vannacht vantuss’n. Ik ken jullie hier niet mee opzadel’n.”
Ma zei boos, “Tom! D’r is ’n heleboel wat ik niet begrijp. Maar zoma weggaan dat helpt ons niks. Dat maakt ’t ons alleen maar moeilijker.” En ze ging door, “Vroeger zat’n we op ons eigen land. Daar kwamen we niet vanaf. Ouwe lui ging’n dood, en d’r kwamen kleintjes bij, en we war’n altijd één geheel (104) – wij war’n de familje – één familje, zo klaar als ‘n klontje. En nu is ’t opeens niet meer vanzelfsprekend. Ik ken ‘t niet recht brei’n. Niks blijft ons bespaard. Al – die ken niet wacht’n tot-die weg mag. En Oom John is alleen nog maar op ‘t sleeptouw. Pa is z’n plek kwijt. Hij is niet meer het hoofd van de familje. We vallen uit mekaar, Tom. D’r is geen familje meer. En Roosjesjaarn-” Ze keek om en zag de wijdopen ogen van het meisje. “Zij krijgt ‘n baby en straks zijn zij toch ook geen familje. Ik weet ‘t niet meer. Ik probeer d’r toch op de rails te houw’n. Winfiel’ – wat mot d’r van hem kom’n op deze manier? Die verwildert, en Ruthie ook – net beest’n zo. D’r is niks geen houvast meer. Je mot niet weggaan, Tom. Je mot blijv’n, om te help’n.”
“Mij best,” zei hij, moe. “Mij best. Maar ’t is geen goed idee, dat weet-ik zeker.”
Ma keerde zich om naar haar pannen, waste de tinnen borden en droogde ze af. “Je heb niet geslap’n.”
“Nee.”
“Nou, ga dan maar slap’n. Ik geloof dat je kler’n nat zijn. Ik hang ze wel bij ’t fornuis om te drog’n.” Ze maakte haar werk af. “Nou ga ik ook plukk’n (105). Roosjesjaarn. Als d’r iemand langs komt, zeg dan maar dat Tom ziek is, gesnop’n? Niemand binn’n lat’n. Gesnop’n?” Roos van Sharon knikte. “We zijn rond twaalv’n wel weer terug. Zorg asdat je wat slaapt, Tom. Misschien kunn’n we d’r vannacht vandoor.” Ze ging snel naar hem toe. “Tom, je gaat d’r toch niet stiekem vandoor?”
“Nee, Ma.”
“Zeker wet’n? OJe gaat echt niet weg?”
“Nee, Ma. Ik blijf hier.”
“Goed zo. Niet verget’n, Roosjesjaarn.” Ze ging naar buiten en deed de deur goed achter zich dicht.
Tom lag stil – en toen werd hij door de slaap overspoeld en zonk langzaam diep weg in een bijna-bewusteloosheid, waarna hij ruw weer naar de oppervlakte getrokken werd. 
“Hé – Tom!”
“Huh? Ja!” Hij schrok wakker. Hij draaide zijn hoofd naar Roos van Sharon. Haar ogen brandden van afschuw. “Wat is er?”
“Jij hebt ‘n mens vermoord!”
“Ja. Praat niet zo luid! Wou je soms de hele boel bij mekaar schreeuw’n?”
“Wat maakt mij dar uit?” huilde ze. “Die dame zei ‘t me nog zo. Ze heeft me precies verteld wat zonde met je doet. Ze zie ’t nog zo. Hoe ken ik nou nog een goeie baby krijg’n? Connie is weg, en ik krijg niet goed te et’n. Ik krijg helemaal geen melk.” Ze ging steeds harder praten, op het hysterische af (106). “En nou heb jij iemand vermoord. Hoe ken die baby nou nog goed gebor’n word’n? Het wordt vast ‘n monster! Een monster! En ik heb nooit niet gedanst.”
Tom ging rechtop zitten. “Sst!” zei hij. “Zometeen kom’n d’r nog mens’n op aaf.”
“Ken me niet schel’n. Ik krijg ‘n monster! Ik heb nooit niet teg’n ’n vent aangedanst.”
Hij ging naar haar toe. “Nou stil.”
“Blijf uit m’n buurt. ’t Is niet eens de eerste vent die je hebt vermoord.” Ze was nu zo hysterisch dat haar gezicht steeds roder aanliep. Ze had moeite met spreken (107). “Ik wil je niet zien.” Ze gooide haar deken over haar hoofd.
Tom hoorde de gesmoorde, schokkerige snikken. Hij beet op zijn onderlip en keek naar de vloer. En toen liep hij naar Pa’s bed. Onder de rand van het matras lag het geweer, een pal-vergrendelde Winchester .38 , een lang en zwaar geweer. Tom pakte het op en trok de veiligheidspal naar beneden om te kijken of er een patroon in zat. Met de haan half gespannen testte hij het hamertje. En toen ging hij terug naar zijn matras. Hij legde het geweer naast zich op de vloer, met de kolf naar hem toe en de loop van hem af gericht. Het gejammer van Roos van Sharon werd wat zachter. Tom ging weer liggen en trok de deken over zich heen, helemaal over zijn wang met nog een klein tunneltje om door te ademen. Hij zuchtte, “Jezus, oh, Jezus!”
Buiten kwam een stel auto’s langs, en klonken er stemmen.
“Met hoeveel?”
“Alleen wij maar – drie stuks. Wat betaal je?”
“Jullie krijgen huissie vijfentwintig. ‘t Nummer staat op de deur.”
“Is goed, meester. Waat betaal je?”
“Twee ‘n halluhve cent.”
“Wat, verdomme, daar ken ‘n mens niet van lev’n!”
“Dat betalen we, en meer niet. D’r komen tweehonderd man uit ‘t zuiden die ‘t graag hebben.”
“Maar, meester, alle-Jezus!”
“Schiet op,  je doet ‘t of je doet ‘t niet. Ik heb geen tijd om d’r over in discussie te gaan.”
“Maar-”
“Mot je horen. Ik bepaal de prijzen niet. Ik neem je aan, dat is alles. Als je ‘t wilt hebben, dan pak je-net aan. En anders rech’somkeert en wegwezen.”































NOTES TO THE TRANSLATION

1) An example of a mixture of foreignisation and domestication, ‘Oom John’ (instead of Uncle John or Oom Jan) is understandable for the Dutch readership while retaining the original name of the character.
2) The original reads ‘the dusk was deep’: in other words, it already was dark. However, ‘toen de duisternis diep was’ is not Dutch. Dusk being the period where the light diminishes (schemering) and deep indicating an advanced state of such, this translation retains meaning and is also grammatically correct. It also retains the central frontal position of the characters’ names, which in a slightly more literal translation would have to be moved (e.g. ‘de scherming was al erg donker toen...’ – I do not find this particularly beautiful, either).
3) ‘were’ in this sentence cannot truly be translated as ‘waren’ in Dutch: ‘hun voeten waren zwaar tegen de weg’ is incorrect. Dutch requires a more descriptive verb here.
4) Considering the relationships between the people and the fact whereas in the city children address their parents informally these days, in rural areas they may still use the referential, the Joad children address their parents with ‘u’, their siblings with ‘je.’
5) Though not in the original, this indicates the relationship between the characters and ‘weakens’ the statement somewhat, making the ‘nee’ sound less harsh. An unmodified no here would have looked oddly snappy, other than in the original.
6) A literal translation would have made little sense here. This is the Dutch equivalent, which is actually said this way in common usage.
7) Girls here has a very general meaning, whereas in Dutch it would mean literally a group of them. Assuming Al is interested in only one at a time, I have here used the singular.
8) A Dutch speaker would not say they themselves are minding their own business and mean that the other person should; they just tell the other person to stay out of their business. Hence the shift.
9) Mister in this usage is uncommon to current Dutch, ‘meneer’ would not have the same connotation – you can say ‘meneer’ to everyone, while mister here denotes a certain jovial politeness to a higher rank. Though not entirely common these days anymore, Dutch used to use ‘meester’ the same way (some still do), and certainly did in the time in which the novel is set (1930s).
10) Light in Dutch cannot be halved, the notion boggles the mind. It can be weak, however.
11) As J.P. Morgan would not mean a thing to the average Dutch reader these days, I have transposed the reference to a better-known rich man of the same era (to pick Bill Gates here would have been accurate in terms of connotation, but a glaring anachronism).
12) In such cases, Dutch does not repeat itself the way English can to stress a point. It can rephrase such as this, however.
13) Just leaning the butt of the shotgun on the ground would seem odd in Dutch. I assume the man is not just letting it slide a little, but is actually leaning on it himself. Hence ‘met’.
14) ‘ik wed’ might seem a bit stiff here. ‘ik durf te wedden’ or ‘wedden dat’ are both viable Dutch usage, where to me ‘wedden dat’ looks even more like spoken language than ‘ik durf te wedden.’
15) Assuming that ‘wipe out’ here does not mean the man intends to murder the occupants of the camps (in which case Dutch very well could use the more literal ‘wegvagen’, though it does sound a little too stiff for this speaker), I have opted for a solution that implies he at least means to burn them to the ground.
16) ‘Godganse’, while a little more colourful than all day, reflects dialect (and looks to me more like spoken language).
17) Dutch, of course, does not have a true equivalent of the very American notion of State police, as the Netherlands does not have states. This is the closest to it in the sense that it is not a very local police force.
18) A strong word, certainly, but so is the original. A word like ‘naarling’ or ‘ellendeling’, while maybe preferable to the sensitive reader, just does not do justice to son-of-a-bitch. In the interest of realism, which Steinbeck seems to have pursued in this novel, I have therefore decided to use the stronger word, even if it is not one I would myself use.
19) A strike in Dutch is not a thing that can go to pieces. I have retained the meaning here because all literal translation looks odd.
20) A little more colourful than the original, this is nonetheless the common usage. Simply ‘dan hebben we geen baan meer’, though understandable Dutch, is unlikely to be said as such.
21) This is the logical response to the above, although the sentence here negates rather than confirms.
22) This is the man they are currently working for, hence not a reference that would need to be translated to promote understanding.
23) The blue addition is the common Dutch expression.
24) ‘of’ had to go: it would only have created confusion. Rose has therefore become Roos (not Bloem or Lelie, it looked too much like a deviation from the original to me, especially since I retained all other names).
25) Instead of just coming in, Ruthie and Winfield are now sneaking in. When you come in quietly, you logically sneak (at least in Dutch).
26) ‘jullie kleine mannetjes’ would not be correct, as Ruthie is not male – fella is a little more gender-neutral in this context than ‘mannetjes’ would be. ‘Jochies’ can be used, though, just as a group of girls can (in principle) be addressed as ‘jongens’ ( in a phrase like ‘kom op, jongens’). The addition of my here hints at endearment, which I detect in little fellas but not to the same extent in just ‘jochies’.
27) Wolfishly means in the manner of wolves, but not quite like wolves. ‘Als wolven’ means quite like wolves, therefore I opted to be a little more elaborate (and a little more true to common Dutch expression) to get the point across.
28) O.K. is very American. ‘Is goed’ would be a (fairly broad) expression more likely to be used by Dutch farmers (more likely, also, than for instance ‘mij best’, which is still rather Proper).
29) As the eyes were extremely difficult to fit in and retain a flowing, grammatically correct sentence in Dutch, I cut them out of the text. Most readers will likely assume people watch with their eyes, anyway. I did however retain the fact that the heads turned, rather than having people turn their heads. This is a question of the actor in the sentence, which I discussed in my chapter on style. The heads here are less ‘person’ than the people would be. They are almost disembodied, dis-individualised.
30) A road is not simply in Dutch, it ‘loopt’. It is true that by consistently having to make such choices, the text takes on a far more active feel, where things are not simply, but almost seem to be doing things. This unfortunately cannot be helped where the Dutch does not allow for the static is.
31) It is not entirely clear here who says this line: it might be the man, or it might be Tom. I have here taken it to be the man, as he seems to be doing the demanding. This is why I opted for ‘jij’ instead of the referential ‘u’. The man is in charge and would use the informal address, while Tom, who is ‘subordinate’ in the relationship, would likely use the referential.
32) In the original, Tom literally stops and listens, he does not stop to listen. Nonetheless, the latter is what must be meant, he does not accidentally stop and then listens, he stops so he can listen better (won’t hear his own footsteps), so this translation makes more sense in Dutch (which cannot really use and here to mean the same thing).
33) Just listen seems to be missing something in Dutch. You listen well, or carefully, etc.
34) The addition of ‘een of ander’ is necessary to keep it vague: Tom does not know what kind of animal it is, and the focus is certainly on Tom and we are told what he perceives here. In Dutch, if you say ‘een diertje’ just like that, it seems rather like you know but are just not elaborating.
35)  Skyline might be translated as ‘horizon’, but that is not something you can logically see in the dark. He is looking at the sky.
36) This sentence had to be cut up or it would have become too long and cumbersome in Dutch.
37) Added ‘een poosje’ for flow of the sentence.
38) Inside in Dutch would give more of an impression of an actual building. You are not truly ‘binnen’ in a tent. What is meant is that Tom can see the lamp through the canvas.
39) Steinbeck is very specific about what kind of bushes these are (a sort of creeping plants), but as translation here would look a little stiff, and I did not think the specific plant very important, I generalised it into just bushes.
40) ‘Mijn God’ in Dutch is not so much an expression of amazement as one of horror. I imagine Casy is not very horrified to see Tom. ‘Godsamme’, while a mildish curse, can be used in a positive manner.
41) ‘Christus, ja,” would make no sense, for one because Dutch invokes ‘Jezus’ rather than ‘Christus’ and two, because here Dutch can repeat for emphasis, as long as it strengthens the phrase with something like ‘enof’.
42) Since they currently are in the west, it would make no sense in Dutch to add it in, it would seem to refer to a different event in the past than the current situation. They came here.
43) Arm rather than elbow, as Dutch does not grab people by the elbows (for some reason).
44) Accent. Casy says ‘folks’ here, which may mean either Tom’s family or his parents, specifically. Tom seems to interpret it as all of the family, however, so I will too.
45) The point here (it seems to me) is that the guys were nice, but did bad things – which in a Dutch translation of ‘ze waren slecht’ or some such would be lost, as it would then mean that they actually were bad. Hence a translation where it is emphasised that they were not, deep down, evil, but just did something wrong.
46) The original is a more elaborate, but ‘opzwellen’ of a jail cell makes no sense in Dutch. The meaning of each of the synonyms is that it grows larger, so I have chosen the logical Dutch usage.
47) As no. 40.
48) A curse would seem out of place here in Dutch. The English Hell here simply introduces the sentence: ‘oh nou’ similarly acts as an informal introductory phrase.
49) Dutch specifies what currency that buck is, in this case, a dollar. 
50) The price went down, it had not always been lower. Logically, the Dutch should express this. A translation of ‘dat het 2 ½ cent was’ would imply it had always been that much.
51) A fella here may look general, but it is used in a personal manner, just as you could refer to yourself in saying something like give a guy a break or a girl’s got to eat. ‘Je’ here has both the specific and the general meaning and is therefore preferable.
52) Pigs is here used to mean ‘dumb helpless filthy animals’, which in Dutch would be ‘beesten’, not necessarily pigs.
53) A little more elaborate than the original (because it just cannot be as concise). The addition of ‘wel’ is to indicate that the plan might not pan out (which aim to also expresses).
54) Not as vivid an image as stabbing oneself in the back, which Dutch does not have a true equivalent for (shooting oneself in the foot may be used, but seems to indicate a slightly more action-oriented approach than the wilfully ignorant Okies currently display).
55) While a beautiful metaphor, Dutch does not have a literal equivalent for sure as cowflops. I choose the common Dutch expression that means the same thing, though I am very sorry to see the cowflops go. 
56) ‘moedeloos’ seems to be a necessary addition, as the Dutch seems to be missing something without it. You don’t just hang your head.
57) I assume fella here refers to people, not a specific person.
58) ‘opgewonden’ in Dutch would not cover excitedly, as it does not necessarily convey the sense of happiness that the English does. When someone is ‘blij verrast’ one might certainly say they are excited about something.
59) Though it seems like Casy says the people can come out in a couple days, that would make little sense: he needs them to come out now, since the peaches are ripe now and therefore the best time to push the success of the strike is now. I believe they here refers either to the strikers, or they can do it means that the people can attain the strike’s goals in just a couple days. This translation covers either meaning.
60) A bit strong, but so is don’t give a damn. Tom could have said that they don’t care, in which case ‘het kan ze niks schelen’ would have sufficed, but his expression is rather strong, so I feel the translation would have to amplify as well (even if it isn’t the Queen’s).
61) What is meant is likely not a literal beating but a figurative one. A literal translation in Dutch (e.g. ‘ze moeten hem in elkaar slaan voor...’) would refer to a literal beating. With ‘het voelen’ the meaning is as close to the English as possible, though not as violent.
62) More literal might be ‘op het vlees rekenen’, but that sounds skewed in Dutch. The meat is something that is both inanimate and must be earned, and ‘erop rekenen’ to me implies that it will come walking in of its own accord. They have it now, they wish to depend on keeping it.
63) Vigilantes are not truly a ‘burgerwacht’, as a ‘burgerwacht’ might be a semi-official group of watchful citizens, whereas vigilantes are illegal and just one step up from a lynch mob. However, Dutch does not really know vigilantes as such. ‘Oproerkraaiers’ or somesuch does not cover the meaning, as it is the troublemakers that encounter the vigilantes, not the vigilantes who make trouble. Though more dignified-looking than vigilante, ‘burgerwacht’ is the closest thing that resembles the concept.
64) Well sir may look formal, but isn’t: Casy would not call Tom sir in the traditional sense of the word. It is comparable to Dutch ‘meneertje’(which is also far from referential), but ‘meneertje’ is used more when talking down to someone, which Casy is also not doing. ‘Joh’ most fits the social situation.
65) Casy is really confirming that indeed, it does not sound like fun, but he would not need to confirm this in Dutch: he may amplify by asserting that not only does it not sound like fun, it in fact isn’t fun. One thing he could have said would be ‘nee hè?’, which does confirm that it does not sound like fun, but I did not feel this phrase serious enough for Casy and the current situation/speech.
66) This is rather explicit, but Dutch cannot use the same construction without drawing attention to ‘Het’, where it seems like Tom doesn’t want to (nor have to) explain what It is. No such emphasis exists in English, so I made a slightly more elaborate construction that nevertheless calls the thing by its name (without being too graphic), namely ‘stoeien’, but without the heavy audibly-capitalised It.
67) Wide or up depends on your idea of how the tent looks, but also on the language: it seems odd to me to pull a tent flap to the side in Dutch: ‘trok de flap van de tent naar buiten’ sounds as if he is pulling it towards him, to the outside. You could say ‘naar rechts/links’ but that requires that decision. My assumption is that when you open up a single tent flap, you both pull it to the side and up a bit, as it is likely hanging down. Hence the translation; it sounds better this way in Dutch.
68) Dutch people don’t get nervous as cats, hence a different metaphor.
69) A second is rather vague in English (simply a moment), but very specific in Dutch (an actual second): ‘twee tellen’ means very soon, but not necessarily a definite measure of time.
70) The original is very specific here about running them out of the county, but the average Dutch reader might not be familiar with the country system. It is not quite a province, and not quite a municipality. To avoid confusion, therefore, I kept it a little vaguer.
71) ‘de’ rather than ‘een’, although the original says a, because ‘een leider’ or ‘een baas’ does not flow well in Dutch in this kind of phrase.
72)   ‘toch’ makes sense for him to say, at least in Dutch, because he had previously said there was not something out there, but there is after all.
73) ‘luister’ would make little sense here as they already are listening – the original uses it to point out something that can apparently be heard, but Dutch would not use that word to do that. Hence a word that does signal this.
74) I adjusted the distance to the Dutch system. As thirty feet is likely not a measured distance, ten metres is also a rough estimate (30 feet is actually only 9 metres and a bit, but to give a full measured distance would look odd – did Tom bring a ruler?)
75) It would look odd to translate ‘de zijkant van zijn hoofd’, which is what it says in the original, as Dutch simply has a word for it: ‘slaap’.
76) To say ‘je hebt hem vermoord’ would sound more accusatory than the simple statement of fact you killed him here, and ‘je hebt hem dood gemaakt’ is not said. Hence the logical reversal, if the man killed Casy, then Casy is dead. Though now a subject rather than an object in the sentence, it conveys the meaning, which is more that the man is surprised with his buddy than angry or indignant.
77)   To simply search looks to be missing something in Dutch – you search for something, or you search a place, but you don’t just search (it is a transitive verb). Hence, in this case, he searches the ground.
78) Similarly, ‘wringen’ cannot stand alone, you ‘wring’ something from something else. Hence the addition of the man’s hands.
79) Poison-oak is not ‘brandnetels’, but as poison oak is a species indigenous to the west coast of the United States, it is unlikely that the average Dutch reader would understand that it is a low shrub that causes a nasty reaction. The most common plant Dutch readers will know that has about the same properties is the stinging nettle.
80) Crushed here might mean any number of things from broken to cracked into his face to simply having taken a beating and bleeding. I assume that it means broken, here, and avoid using the far more dramatic translation ‘vermorzeld’.
81) The tail is a very specific piece of the shirt, but I do not know if the readership could form an accurate idea of what the tail of his shirt would be. Therefore I think simply a piece will do.
82) The to the skin part is not an expression in Dutch. Since it means he takes off all his clothes, that is what I translated.
83) ‘Ijskoud’ may be a little stronger than just cold, but Al is complaining, and you complain better with ‘ijskoud’ than just ‘koud’.
84) Just pulling the dress over her ankles would in Dutch (‘ze trok de jurk over haar enkels’) sound to me like she pulled the entire dress over her ankles and did not end up wearing it at all. I therefore made the act of dressing a little more explicit.
85) It cannot be truly before the sun or there would be no light at all. Hence the addition of ‘echt’ to make logical what would otherwise sound really odd in Dutch.
86) A literal translation, i.e. ‘wat is er mis’ would sound extremely weird, as it seems quite evident: his face is a mess, that’s what is wrong. The meaning of her question is not so much ‘what is wrong with your face’ (to which the answer would be: it is pretty messed up and painful) but ‘what happened to your face’. This is evidenced by his answer: he got in a fight.
87) Again, Tom repeats the phrase to reconfirm and amplify. This amplification is expressed by a word like ‘behoorlijk’ in Dutch.
88) This seems to me the Dutch equivalent exclamation of For Christ sakes.
89)  I stuck these two sentences together as it seemed logical to do so. To split them up would look oddly clipped in Dutch.
90) If he said ‘kinderen’, the impression might be given that they are his, which they are not.
91) The literal translation here, ‘eisen’, cannot be used as simply as it cannot be intransitive in Dutch. ‘Eist te weten’ could be said, but sounds awfully stiff. The translation used conveys the same message, just emphasising tone more explicitly (after all, demanding something is saying something in a demanding tone, anyway).
92) I could not very well use he’ll here as it did not fit the grammatical construction. Hence why she now hesitates on ‘dan’ here.
93) ‘Mevrouw’ would not be a word used by children to address their mother in Dutch. Since they are obviously being respectful here, I decided for ‘moeder’ rather than ‘ma’ or ‘mama’.
94) The people instead of stuff here, as ‘die dingen’ sound too vague and not judgemental enough in Dutch: stuff very much indicates that Pa does not agree with the stuff. ‘Die lui’ has that same negative connotation, only it refers to people, instead – but I assume that when you deal with the stuff, you deal with the people, too.
95) Why here does not initiate a question, it introduces an exclamation. Dutch does not really have a word for this, so I left it out.
96) The original does not elaborate on exactly what Casy’s head was oozing, but I assume it was blood. The translation needs to be a little more specific.
97) Added ‘juist’ because this is a logical (and rather necessary) addition for emphasis and context here.
98) Simply I’m the one (‘ik ben degene’) would make little sense here. The one that what? From the context it is likely: the one that has to leave. Hence the translation.
99) Simply ‘ik ben gevaarlijk’ would not do: it sounds too much like he himself is dangerous, while the intended meaning is that the association with him is dangerous.
100) Between this and something a little more literal like ‘dat houdt je gaande’, I believe this stock expression would be the sooner said.
101) This might have been translated as ‘nee meneerje’, as Ma is clearly talking down to them here. However, as it seems to me she is talking to the lot of them, laying out her plan and wishes, ‘meneertje’, being singular, would be wrong, and ‘meneertjes’ in the plural is not used. Since this no sir here means a very definite end to the discussion, rather like and that’s final or something like it, I think a corresponding expression in Dutch (such as ‘basta’, ‘en daarmee af’) would fit the bill, and of those ‘geen sprake van’ seems to be the best as it is a negative enforcer, just like no sir.
102) That’s what we’ll do is literally ‘dat gaan we doen’, which lacks the strength and determination of the original. Ma is set in her way: she effectively seeks to stop Tom’s arguing, which in Dutch you do rather like this.
103) Dishwater here is not ‘afwaswater’ as that is what you call the water once you already have done the dishes, or perhaps during. Hence water that is heating for dishes. 
104) One thing implies a ‘geheel’. Simply translating it as ‘één ding’ would make little sense: what kind of thing, then? A family cannot be a thing in Dutch. It can be a whole though.
105) The clipped sentences here are not a structure I believe Dutch would employ (‘Nou ga ik. Ik ga plukken’ looks odd, like practise phrases for language learners), therefore I stuck them together.
106) Since there is no proper equivalent of her voice rose in Dutch (you have to at least tack something on, like ‘haar stem steeg in volume’, which is still very stiff) I rephrased the sentence.
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ANNEX: THE GRAPES OF WRATH
the original, pp. 376-394

Tom and Al and Pa and Uncle John walked in from the orchard when the dusk was deep. Their feet were a little heavy against the road.
	“You wouldn’ think jus’ reachin’ up an’ pickin’d get you in the back,” Pa said.
	“Be awright in a couple days,” said Tom. “Say, Pa, after we eat I’m a-gonna walk out an’ see what all that fuss is outside the gate. It’s been a-workin’ on me. Wanta come?”
	“No,” said Pa. “I like to have a little while to jus’ work an’ not think about nothin’. Seems like I jus’ been beatin’ my brains to death for a hell of a long time. No, I’m gonna set awhile, an’ then go to bed.”
	“How ‘bout you, Al?”
	Al looked away. “Guess I’ll look aroun’ in here, first,” he said.
	“Well, I know Uncle John won’t come. Guess I’ll go get her alone. Got me all curious.”
	Pa said, “I’ll get a hell of a lot curiouser ‘fore I’ll do anything about it – with all them cops out here.”
	“Maybe they ain’t there at night,” Tom suggested.
	“Well, I ain’t gonna find out. An’ you better not tell Ma where you’re a-goin’. She’ll just squirt her head off worryin’.”
	Tom turned to Al. “Ain’t you curious?”
	“Guess I’ll jus’ look aroun’ this here camp,” Al said.
	“Lookin’ for girls, huh?”
	“Mindin’ my own business,” Al said acidly.
	“I’m still a-goin’,” said Tom.
	They emerged from the orchard into the dusty street between the red shacks. The low yellow light of kerosene lanterns shone from some of the doorways, and inside, in the half-gloom, the black shapes of people moved about. At the end of the street a guard still sat, his shotgun resting against his knee.
	Tom paused as he passed the guard. “Got a place where a fella can get a bath, mister?”
	The guard studied him in the half-light. At last he said, “See that water tank?”
	“Yeah.”
	“Well, there’s a hose over there.”
	“Any warm water?”
	“Say, who in hell you think you are, J. P. Morgan?”
“No,” said Tom, “No, I sure don’t. Good night, mister.”
The guard grunted contemptuously. “Hot water, for Christ’s sake. Be wantin’ tubs next.” He stared glumly after the four Joads.
A second guard came around the end house. “S’matter, Mack?”
“Why, them goddamn Okies. ‘Is they warm water?’ he says.”
The second guard rested his gun butt on the ground. “It’s them gov’ment camps,” he said. “I bet that fella been in a gov’ment camp. We ain’t gonna have no peace till we wipe them camps out. They’ll be wantin’ clean sheets, first thing we know.”
Mack asked, “How is it out at the main gate – hear anything?”
“Well, they was out there yellin’ all day. State police got it in hand. They’re runnin’ the hell outa them smart guys. I heard they’s a long lean son-of-a-bitch spark-pluggin’ the thing. Fella says they’ll get him tonight, an’ then she’ll go to pieces.”
“We won’t have no job if it comes too easy,” Mack said.
“We’ll have a job, all right. These goddamn Okies! You got to watch ‘em all the time. Things get a little quiet, we can always stir ‘em up a little.”
“Have trouble when they cut the rate here, I guess.”
“We sure will. No, you needn’ worry about us havin’ work – not while Hooper’s snubbin’ close.”
The fire roared in the Joad house. Hamburger patties splashed and hissed in the grease, and the poratoes bubbled. The house was full of smoke, and the yellow lantern light threw heavy black shadows on the walls. Ma worked quietly about the fire while Rose of Sharon sat on a box resting her heavy abdomen on her knees.
“Feelin’ better now?” Ma asked.
“Smell a cookin’ gets me. I’m hungry, too.”
“Go set in the door,” Ma said. “I got to have that box to break up anyways.”
The men trooped in. “Meat, by God!” said Tom. “And coffee, I smell her. Jesus, I’m hungry! I et a lot of peaches, but they didn’ do no good. Where can we wash, Ma?”
“Go down to the water tank. Wash down there. I jus’ sent Ruthie an’ Winfiel’ to wash.” The men went out again.
“Go on now, Rosasharn,” Ma ordered. “Either you set in the door or else on the bed. I got to break that box up.”
The girl helped herself up with her hands. She moved heavily to one of the mattresses and sat down on it. Ruthie and Winfield came in quietly, trying by silence and by keeping close to the wall to remain obscure.
Ma looked over at them. “I got a feelin’ you little fellas is lucky they ain’t much light,” she said. She pounced at Winfield and felt his hair. “Well, you got wet, anyway, but I bet you ain’t clean.”
“They wasn’t no soap,” Winfield complained.
“No, that’s right. I couldn’ buy no soap. Not today. Maybe we can get soap tomorra.” She went back to the stove, laid out the plates, and began to serve the supper. Two patties apiece and a big potato. She placed three slices of bread on each plate. When the meat was all out of the frying pan she poured a little of the grease in each plate. The men came in again, their faces dripping and their hair shining with water.
“Leave me at her,” Tom cried.
They took the plates. They ate silently, wolfishly, and wiped up the grease with the bread. The children retired into the corner of the room, put their plates on the floor, and knelt in front of the food like little animals.
Tom swallowed the last of his bread. “Got any more, Ma?”
“No,” she said. “That’s all. You made a dollar, an’ that’s a dollar’s worth.”
“That?”
“They charge extry out here. We got to go in town when we can.”
“I ain’t full,” said Tom.
“Well, tomorra you’ll get in a full day. Tomorra night – we’ll have plenty.”
Al wiped his mouth with his sleeve. “Guess I’ll take a look around,” he said.
“Wait, I’ll go with you.” Tom followed him outside. In the darkness Tom went close to his brother. “Sure you don’ wanta come with me?”
“No. I’m gonna look aroun’ like I said.”
“O.K.,” said Tom. He turned away and strolled down the street. The smoke from the houses hung low to the ground, and the lanterns threw their pictures of doorways and windows into the street. On the doorsteps people sat and looked out into the darkness. Tom could see their heads turn as their eyes followed him down the street. At the street end the dirt road continued across a stubble field, and the black lumps of haycocks were visible in the starlight. A thin blade of moon was low in the sky towards the west, and the long cloud of the milky way trailed clearly overhead. Tom’s feet sounded softly on the dusty road, a dark path against the yellow stubble. He put his hands in his pockets and trudged along toward the main gate. An embankment came close to the road. Tom could hear the whisper of water against the grasses in the irrigation ditch. He climbed up the bank and looked down on the dark water, and saw the stretched reflections of the stars. The State road was ahead. Car lights swooping past showed where it was. Tom set out again toward it. He could see the high wire gate in the starlight.
A figure stirred beside the road. A voice said, “Hello – who is it?”
Tom stopped and stood still. “Who are you?”
A man stood up and walked near. Tom could see the gun in his hand. Then a flashlight played on his face. “Where you think you’re going?”
“Well, I thought I’d take a walk. Any law against it?”
“You better walk some other way.”
Tom asked, “Can’t I even get out of here?”
“Not tonight you can’t. Want to walk back, or shall I whistle some help an’ take you?”
“Hell,” said Tom, “it ain’t nothin’ to me. If it’s gonna cause a mess, I don’t give a darn. Sure, I’ll go back.”
The dark figure relaxed. The flash went off. “Ya see, it’s for your own good. Them crazy pickets might get you.”
“What pickets?”
“Them goddamn reds.”
“Oh,” said Tom. “I didn’ know ‘bout them.”
“You seen ‘em when you come, didn’ you?”
“Well, I seen a bunch a guys, but they was so many cops I didn’ know. Thought it was an accident.”
“Well, you better git along back.”
“That’s O.K. with me, mister.” He swung about and started back. He walked quietly along the road a hundred yards, and then he stopped and listened. The twittering call of a raccoon sounded near the irrigation ditch and, very far away, the angry howl of a tied dog. Tom say down beside the road and listened. He heard the high soft laughter of a night hawk and the stealthy movement of a creeping animal in the stubble. He inspected the skyline in both directions, dark frames both ways, nothing to show against. Now he stood up and walked slowly to the right of the road, off into the stubble field, and he walked bent down, nearly as low as the haycocks. He moved slowly and stopped occasionally to listen. At last he came to the wire fence, five strands of taut barbed wire. Beside the fence he lay on his back, moved his head under the lowest strand, held the wire up with his hands and slid himself under, pushing against the ground with his feet.
He was about to get up when a group of men walked by on the edge of the highway. Tom waited until they were far ahead before he stood up and followed them. He watched the side of the road for tents. A few automobiles went by. A stream cut across the fields, and the highway crossed it on a small concrete bridge. Tom looked over the side of the bridge. In the bottom of the deep ravine he saw a tent and a lantern was burning inside. He watched it for a moment, saw the shadows of people against the canvas walls. Tom climbed a fence and moved down into the ravine through brush and dwarf willows; and in the bottom, beside a tiny stream, he found a trail. A man sat on a box in front of the tent.
“Evenin’,” Tom said.
“Who are you?”
“Well – I guess, well – I’m jus’ goin’ past.”
“Know anybody here?”
“No. I tell you I was jus’ goin’ pas.”
A head stuck out of the tent. A voice said, “What’s the matter?”
“Casy!” Tom cried. “Casy! For Chris’ sake, what you doin’ here?”
“Why, my God, it’s Tom Joad! Come on in, Tommy. Come on in.”
“Know him, do ya?” the man in front asked.
“Know him? Christ, yes. Knowed him for years. I come west with him. Come on in, Tom.” He clutched Tom’s elbow and pulled him into the tent.
Three other men sat on the ground, and in the center of the tent a lantern burned. The men looked up suspiciously. A dark-faced, scowling man held out his hand. “Glad to meet ya,” he said. “I heard what Casy said. This the fella you was tellin’ about?”
“Sure. This is him. Well, for God’s sake! Where’s your folks? What you doin’ here?”
“Well,” said Tom, “we heard they was work this-a-way. An’ we come, and’ a bunch a State cops run us into this here ranch an’ we been a-pickin’ peaches all afternoon. I seen a bunch a fellas yellin’. They wouldn’ tell me nothin’, so I come out here to see what’s goin’ on. How’n the hell’d you get here, Casy?”
The preacher leaned forward and the yellow lantern light fell on his high pale forehead. “Jail house is a kinda funny place,” he said. “Here’s me, been a-goin’ into the wilderness like Jesus to try find out somepin. Almost got her sometimes, too. But it’s in the jail house I really got her.” His eyes were sharp and merry. “Great big ol’ cell, an’ she’s full all a time. New guys come in, and guys go out. An’ ‘course I talked to all of ‘em.”
“’Course you did,” said Tom. “Always talk. If you was up on the gallows you’d be passin’ the time a day with the hangman. Never seen sech a talker.”
The men int he tent chuckled. A wizened little man with a wrinkled face slapped his knee. “Talks all the time,” he said. “Folks kinda likes to hear ‘im, though.”
“Use’ ta be a preacher,” said Tom. “Did he tell that?”
“Sure, he told.”
Casy grinned. “Well, sir,” he went on, “I begin gettin’ at things. Some a them fellas in the tanks was drunks, but mostly they was there ‘cause they stole stuff; an’ mostly it was stuff they needed an’ couldn’ get no other way. Ya see?” he asked.
“No,” said Tom.
“Well, they was nice fellas, ya see. What made ‘em bad was they needed stuff. An’ I begin to see, then. It’s need that makes all the trouble. I ain’t got it worked out. Well, one day they give us some beans that was sour. One fella started yellin’, an’ nothin’ happened. He yelled his head off. Trusty come along an’ looked in an’ went on. Then another fella yelled. Well, sir, then we all got yellin’. And we all got on the same tone, an’ I tell ya, it jus’ seemed like tha tank bulged an’ give and swelled up. By God! Then somepin happened. They come a-runnin’, and they give us some other stuff to eat – give it to us. Ya see?”
“No,” said Tom.
Casy put his chin down on his hands. “Maybe I can’t tell you,” he said. “Maybe you got to find out. Where’s your cap?”
“I come out without it.’
“How’s your sister?”
“Hell, she’s big as a cow. I bet she got twins. Gonna need wheels under her stomach. Got to holdin’ it with her han’s, now. You ain’ tol’ me what’s goin’ on.”
The wizened man said, “We struck. This here’s a strike.”
“Well, fi’ cents a box ain’t much, but a fella can eat.”
“Fi’ cents?” the wizened man cried. “Fi’ cents! They payin’ you fi’ cents?”
“Sure. We made a buck an’ a half.”
A heavy silence fell in the tent. Casy stared out the entrance into the dark night. “Lookie, Tom,” he said at last. “We come to work there. They says it’s gonna be fi’ cents. They was a hell of a lot of us. We got there an’ they says they’re payin’ two an’ a half cents. A fella can’t even eat on that, an’ if he got kids – So we says we won’t take it. So they druv us off. An’ all the cops in the worl’ come down on us. Now they’re payin’ you five. When they bust this here strike – ya think they’ll pay five?”
“I dunno,” Tom said. “Payin’ five now.”
“Lookie,” said Casy. “We tried to camp together, an’ they druv us like pigs. Scattered us. Beat the hell outa fellas. Druv us like pigs. They run you in like pigs, too. We can’t las’ much longer. Some people ain’t et for two days. You goin’ back tonight?”
“Aim to,” said Tom.
“Well – tell the folks in there how it is, Tom. Tell ‘em they’re starvin’ us an’ stabbin’ theirself in the back. ‘Cause sure as cowflops she’ll drop to two an’ a half jus’ as soon as they clear us out.”
“I’ll tell ‘em,” said Tom. “I don’ know how. Never seen so many guys with guns. Don’ know if they’ll even let a fella talk. An’ folks don’ pass no time of day. They jus’ hang down their heads an’ won’t even give a fella a howdy.”
“Try an’ tell ‘em, Tom. They’ll get two an’ a half, jus’ the minute we’re gone. You know what two an’ a half is – that’s one ton of peaches picked an’ carried for a dollar.” He dropped his head. “No – you can’t do it. You can’t get your food for that. Can’t eat for that.”
“I’ll try to get to tell the folks.”
“How’s your ma?”
“Purty good. She liked that gov’ment camp. Baths an’ hot water.”
“Yeah – I heard.”
“It was pretty nice there. Couldn’ find no work, though. Had a leave.”
“I’d like to get to one,” said Casy. “Like to see it. Fella says they ain’t no cops.”
“Folks is their own cops.”
Casy looked up excitedly. “An’ was they any trouble?  Fightin’, stealin’, drinkin’?”
“No,” said Tom.
“Well, if a fella went bad – what then? What’d they do?”
“Put ‘im outa the camp.”
“But they wasn’ many?”
“Hell, no,” said Tom. “We was there a month, an’ on’y one.”
Casy’s eyes shone with excitement. He turned to the other men. “Ya see?” he cried. “I tol’ you. Cops cause more trouble than they stop. Look. Tom. Try an’ get the folks in there to come on out. They can do it in a couple days. Them peaches is ripe. Tell ‘em.”
“They won’t,” said Tom. “They’re a-gettin’ five, an’ they don’ give a damn about nothin’ else.”
“But jus’ the minute they ain’t strikebreakin’ they won’t get no five.”
“I don’ think they’ll swalla that. Five they’re a-gettin’. Tha’s all they care about.” 
“Well, tell ‘em anyways.”
“Pa wouldn’ do it,” Tom said. “I know ‘im. He’d say it wasn’t none of his business.”
“Yes,” Casy said disconsolately. “I guess that’s right. Have to take a beatin’ fore he’ll know.”
“We was outa food,” Tom said. “Tonight we had meat. Not much, but we had it. Think Pa’s gonna give up his meat on account a other fellas? An’ Rosasharn oughta get milk. Think Ma’s gonna wanta starve that baby jus’ ‘cause a bunch a fellas is yellin’ outside a gate?”
Casy said sadly, “I wisht they could see it. I wisht they could see the on’y way they can depen’ on their meat – Oh, the hell! Get tar’d sometimes. God-awful tar’d. I knowed a fella. Brang ‘im in while I was in the jail house. Been tryin’ to start a union. Got one started. An’ then them vigilantes bust it up. An’ know what? Them very folks he been tryin’ to help tossed him out. Wouldn’ have nothin’ to do with ‘im. Scared they’d get saw in his comp’ny. Says, ‘Git out. You’re a danger on us.’ Well sir, it hurt his feelin’s purty bad. But then he says, ‘It ain’t so bad if you know.’ He says, ‘French Revolution – all them fellas figgered her out got their heads chopped off. Always that way,’ he says. ‘Jus’ as natural as rain. You ain’t doin’ it for fun no way. Doin’ it ‘cause you have to. ‘Cause it’s you. Look a Washington,’ he says. ‘Fit the Revolution, an’ after, them sons-a-bitches turned on him. An’ Lincoln the same. Same folks yellin’ to kill ‘em. Natural as rain.’”
“Don’t soun’ like no fun,” said Tom.
“No, it don’t. This fella in jail, he says, ‘Anyways, you do what you can. An’,’ he says, ‘the on’y thing you got to look at is that ever’ time they’s a little step fo’ward, she may slip back a little, but she never slips clear back. You can prove that,’ he says, ‘an’ that makes the whole thing right. An’ that means they wasn’t no waste even if it seemed like they was’.”
“Talkin’,” said Tom. “Always talkin’. Take my brother Al. He’s out lookin’ for a girl. He don’t care ‘bout nothin’ else. Couple days he’ll get him a girl. Think about it all day an’ do it all night. He don’t give a damn ‘bout steps up or down or sideways.”
“Sure,” said Casy. “Sure. He’s jus’ doin’ what he’s got to do. All of us like that.”
The man seated outside pulled the tent flap wide. “Goddamn it, I don’ like it,” he said.
Casy looked out at him. “What’s the matter?”
“I don’ know. I jus’ itch all over. Nervous as a cat.”
“Well, what’s the matter?”
“I don’ know. Seems like I hear somepin, an’ then I listen an’ they ain’t nothin’ to hear.”
“You’re jus’ jumpy,” the wizened man said. He got up and went outside. And in a second he looked into the tent. “They’s a great big ol’ cloud a-sailin’ over. Bet she’s got thunder. That’s what’s itchin’ him – ‘lectricity.” He ducked out again. The two other men stood up from the ground and went outside.
Casy said softly, “All of ‘em’s itchy. Them cops been sayin’ how they’re gonna beat the hell outa us an’ run us outa the county. They figger I’m a leader ‘cause I talk to much.”
The wizened face looked in again. “Casy, turn out that lantern an’ come outside. They’s somepin.”
Casy turned the screw. The flame drew down into the slots and popped and went out. Casy groped outside and Tom followed him. “What is it?” Casy asked softly.
“I dunno. Listen!”
There was a wall of frog sounds that merged with silence. A high, shrill whistle of crickets. But through this background came other sounds – faint footsteps from the road, a crunch of clods up on the bank, a little swish of brush down the stream.
“Can’t really tell if you hear it. Fools you. Get nervous,” Casy reassured them. “We’re all nervous. Can’t really tell. You hear it, Tom?”
“I hear it,” said Tom. “Yeah, I hear it. I think they’s guys comin’ from ever’ which way. We better get outa here.”
The wizened man whispered, “Under the bridge span – out that way. Hate to leave my tent.”
“Le’s go,” said Casy.
They moved quietly along the edge of the stream. The black span was a cave before them. Casy bent over and moved through. Tom behind. Their feet slipped into the water. Thirty feet they moved, and their breathing echoed from the curved ceiling. Then they came out on the other side and straightened up.
A sharp call, “There they are!” Two flashlight beams fell on the men, caught them, blinded them. “Stand where you are.” The voices came out of the darkness. “That’s him. That shiny bastard. That’s him.”
Casy stared blindly at the light. He breathed heavily. “Listen,” he said. “You fellas don’ know what you’re doin’. You’re helpin’ to starve kids.”
“Shut up, you red son-of-a-bitch.”
A short heavy men stepped into the light. He carried a new white pick handle.
Casy went on, “You don’ know what you’re a-doin’.”
The heavy men swung with the pick handle. Casy dodged down into the swing. The heavy club crashed in the side of his head with a dull crunch of bone, and Casy fell sideways out of the light.
“Jesus, George. I think you killed him.”
“Put the light on him,” said George. “Serve the son-of-a-bitch right.” The flashlight beam dropped, searched and found Casy’s crushed head.
Tom looked down at the preacher. The light crossed the heavy man’s legs and the white new pick handle. Tom leaped silently. He wrenched the club free. The first time he knew he had missed and struck a shoulder, but the second time his crushing blow found the head, and as the heavy man sank down, three more blows found his head. The lights danced about. There were shouts, the sound of running feet, crashing through brush. Tom stood over the prostrate man. And then a club reached his head, a glancing blow. He felt the stroke like an electric shock. And then he was running along the stream, bending low. He heard the splash of footsteps following him. Suddenly he turned and squirmed up into the brush, deep into a poison-oak thicket. And he lay still. The footsteps came near, the light beams glanced along the stream bottom. Tom wriggled up through the thicket to the top. He emerged in an orchard. And still he could hear the calls, the pursuit in the stream bottom. He bent low and ran over the cultivated earth; the clods slipped and rolled under his feet. Ahead he saw the bushes that bounded the field, bushes along the edges of an irrigation ditch. He slipped through the fence, edged in among vines and blackberry bushes. And then he lay still, panting hoarsely. He felt his numb face and nose. The nose was crushed, and a trickle of blood dripped from his chin. He lay still on his stomach until his mind came back. And then he crawled slowly over the edge of the ditch. He bathed his face in the cool water, tore off the tail of his blue shirt and dipped it and held it against his torn cheek and nose. The water stung and burned.
The black cloud had crossed the sky, a blob of dark against the stars. The night was quiet again.
Tom stepped into the water and felt the bottom drop from under his feet. He threshed the two strokes across the ditch and pulled himself heavily up the other bank. His clothes clung to him. He moved and made a slopping noise; his shoes squished. Then he sat down, took off his shoes and emptied them. He wrung the bottoms of his trousers, took off his coat and squeezed the water from it.
Along the highway he saw the dancing beams of the flashlights, searching the ditches. Tom put on his shoes and moved cautiously across the stubble field. The squishing noise no longer came from his shoes. He went by instinct toward the other side of the stubble field, and at last he came to the road. Very cautiously he approached the square of houses.
Once a guard, thinking he heard a noise, called, “Who’s there?”
Tom dropped and froze to the ground, and the flashlight beam passed over him. He crept silently to the door of the Joad house. The door squalled on its hinges. And Ma’s voice, calm and steady and wide awake:
“What’s that?”
“Me. Tom.”
“Well, you better get some sleep. Al ain’t in yet.”
“He must a foun’ a girl.”
“Go on to sleep,” she said softly. “Over under the window.”
He found his place and took off his clothes to the skin. He lay shivering under his blanket. And his torn face awakened him from his numbness, and his whole head throbbed.
It was an hour more before Al came in. He moved cautiously near and stepped on Tom’s wet clothes.
“Sh!” said Tom.
Al whispered, “You awake? How’d you get wet?”
“Sh,” said Tom. “Tell you in the mornin’.”
Pa turned on his back, and his snoring filled the room with gasps and snorts.
“You’re col’,” Al said.
“Sh. Go to sleep.” The little square of the window showed gray against the black of the room.
Tom did not sleep. The nerves of his wounded face came back to life and throbbed, and his cheek bone ached, and his broken nose bulged and pulsed with pain that seemed to toss him about, to shake him. He watched the little square window, saw the stars slide down over it and drop from sight. At intervals he heard the footsteps of the watchmen.
At last the roosters crowed, far away, and gradually the window lightened. Tom touched his swollen face with his fingertips, and at his movement Al groaned and murmered in his sleep.
The dawn came finally. In the houses, packed together, there was a sound of movement, a crash of breaking sticks, a little clatter of pans. In the graying gloom Ma sat up suddenly. Tom could see her face, swollen with sleep. She looked at the window, for a long moment. And then she threw the blanket off and found her dress. Still sitting down, she put it over her head and held her arms up and let the dress slide down to her waist. She stood up and pulled the dress down around her ankles. Then, in bare feet, she stepped carefully to the window and looked out, and while she stared at the growing light, her quick fingers unbraided her hair and smoothed the strands and braided them up again. Then she clasped her hands in front of her and stood motionless for a moment. Her face was lighted sharply by the window. She turned, stepped carefully among the mattresses, and found the lantern. The shade screeched up, and she lighted the wick.
Pa rolled over and blinked at her. She said, “Pa, you got more money?”
“Huh?  Yeah. Paper wrote for sixty cents.”
“Well, git up an’ go buy some flour an’ lard. Quick, now.”
Pa yawned. “Maybe the store ain’t open.”
“Make ‘em open it. Got to get somepin in you fellas. You got to get out to work.”
Pa struggled into his overalls and put on his rusty coat. He went sluggishly out the door, yawning and stretching.
The children awakened and watched from under their blanket, like mice. Pale light filled the room now, but colorless light, before the sun. Ma glanced at the mattresses. Uncle John was awake, Al slept heavily. Her eyes moved to Tom. For a moment she peered at him, and then she moved quickly to him. His face was puffed and blue, and the blood was dried black on his lips and chin. The edges of the torn cheek were gathered and tight.
“Tom,” she whispered, “what’s the matter?”
“Sh!” he said. “Don’t talk loud. I got in a fight.”
“Tom!”
“I couldn’t help it, Ma.”
She knelt down beside him. “You in trouble?”
He was a long time answering. “Yeah,” he said. “In trouble. I can’t get out to work. I got to hide.”
The children crawled near on their hands and knees, staring greedily. “What’s the matter’th him, Ma?”
“Hush!” Ma said. “Go wash up.”
“We got no soap.”
“Well, use water.”
“What’s the matter’th Tom?”
“Now you hush. An’ don’t you tell nobody.”
They backed away and squatted down against the far wall, knowing they would not be inspected.
Ma asked, “Is it bad?”
“Nose busted.”
“I mean the trouble?”
“Yeah. Bad!”
Al opened his eyes and looked at Tom. “Well, for Chris’ sake! What was you in?”
“What’s a matter?” Uncle John asked.
Pa clumped in. “They was open all right.” He put a tiny bag of flour and his package of lard on the floor beside the stove. “’S’a matter?” he asked.
Tom braced himself on one elbow for a moment, and then he lay back. “Jesus, I’m weak. I’m gonna tell ya once. So I’ll tell all of ya. How ‘bout the kids?”
Ma looked at them, huddled against the wall. “Go wash ya face.”
“No,” Tom said. “They got to hear. They got to know. They might blab if they don’ know.”
“What the hell is this?” Pa demanded.
“I’m a-gonna tell. Las’ night I went out to see what all the yellin’ was about. An’ I come on Casy.”
“The preacher?”
“Yeah, Pa. The preacher, on’y he was a-leadin’ the strike. They come for him.”
Pa demanded, “Who come for him?”
“I dunno. Same kinda guys that turned us back on the road that night. Had pick handles.” He paused. “They killed ‘im. Busted his head. I was standin’ there. I went nuts. Grabbed the pick handle.” He looked bleakly back at the night, the darkness, the flashlights, as he spoke. “I – I clubbed a guy.”
Ma’s breath caught in her throat. Pa stiffened. “Kill ‘im?” he asked softly.
“I – don’t know. I was nuts. Tried to.”
Ma asked, “Was you saw?”
“I dunno. I dunno. I guess so. They had the lights on us,”
For a moment, Ma stared into his eyes. “Pa,” she said, “break up some boxes. We got to get breakfas’. You got to go to work. Ruthie, Winfiel’. Anybody asts you – Tom is sick – you hear? If you tell – he’ll – get sent to jail. You hear?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Keep your eye on ‘em, John. Don’ let ‘em talk to nobody.” She built the fire as Pa broke the boxes that held the goods. She made her dough, put a pot of coffee to boil. The light wood caught and roared its flame in the chimney.
Pa finished breaking the boxes. He came near to Tom. “Casy was a good man. What’d he wanta mess with that stuff for?”
Tom said dully, “They come to work for fi’ cents a box.”
“That’s what we’re a-gettin’.”
“Yeah. What we was a-doin’ was breakin’ strike. They give them fellas two an’ a half cents.”
“You can’t eat on that.”
“I know,” Tom said wearily. “That’s why they struck. Well, I think they bust that strike las’ night. We’ll maybe be gettin’ two an’ a half cents today.”
“Why, the sons-a-bitches –”
“Yeah! Pa. You see? Casy was still a – good man. Goddamn it, I can’t get that pitcher outa my head. Him layin’ there – head jus’ crushed flat an’ oozin’. Jesus!” He covered his eyes with his hands.
“Well, what we gonna do?” Uncle John asked.
Al was standing up now. “Well, by God, I know what I’m gonna do. I’m gonna get out of it.”
“No, you ain’t, Al,” Tom said. “We need you now. I’m the one. I’m a danger now. Soon’s I get on my feet I got to go.”
Ma worked at the stove. Her head was half turned to hear. She put grease in the frying pan, and when it whispered with heat, she spooned the dough into it.
Tom went on, “You got to stay, Al. You got to take care a the truck.”
“Well, I don’ like it.”
“Can’t help it, Al. It’s your folks. You can help ‘em. I’m a danger to ‘em.”
Al grumbled angrily. “I don’ know why I ain’t let to get me a job in a garage.”
“Later, maybe.” Tom looked past him, and he saw Rose of Sharon lying on the mattress. Her eyes were huge – opened wide. “Don’ worry,” he called to her. “Don’ you worry. Gonna get you some milk today.” She blinked slowly, and didn’t answer him.
Pa said, “We got to know, Tom. Think ya killed this fella?”
“I don’ know. It was dark. An’ somebody smacked me. I don’ know. I hope so. I hope I killed the bastard.”
“Tom!” Ma called. “Don’ talk like that.”
From the street came the sound of many cars moving slowly. Pa stepped to the window and looked out. “They’s a whole slew a new people comin’ in,” he said.
“I guess they bust the strike, awright,” said Tom. “I guess you’ll start at two an’ a half cents.”
“But a fella could work at a run, an’ still he couldn’ eat.”
“I know,”said Tom. “Eat win’fall peaches. That’ll keep ya up.”
Ma turned the dough and stirred the coffee. “Listen to me,” she said. “I’m gettin’ cornmeal today. We’re a-gonna eat cornmeal mush. An’ soon’s we get enough for gas, we’re moving away. This ain’t a good place. An’ I ain’t gonna have Tom out alone. No, sir.”
“Ya can’t do that, Ma. I tell you I’m jus’ a danger to ya.”
Her chin was set. “That’s what we’ll do. Here, come eat this here, an’ then get out to work. I’ll come out soon’s I get washed up. We got to make some money.”
They ate the fried dough so hot that it sizzled in their mouths. And they tossed the coffee down and filled their cups and drank more coffee.
Uncle John shook his head over his plate. “Don’t look like we’re a-gonna get shet of this here. I bet it’s my sin.”
“Oh, shut up!” Pa cried. “We ain’t got the time for your sin. Come on now. Le’s get out to her. Kids, you come he’p. Ma’s right. We got to go outa here.”
When they were gone, Ma took a plate and a cup to Tom. “Better eat a little somepin.”
“I can’t, Ma. I’m so darn sore I couldn’ chew.”
“You better try.”
“No, I can’t, Ma.”
She sat down on the edge of his mattress. “You got to tell me,” she said. “I got to figger how it was. I got to keep straight. What was Casy a-doin’? Why’d they kill ‘im?”
“He was jus’ standin’ there with the lights on ‘im.”
“What’d he say? Can ya ‘member what he says?”
Tom said, “Sure. Casy said, ‘You got no right to starve people.’ An’ then this heavy fella called him a red son-of-a-bitch. An’ Casy says, ‘You don’ know what you’re a-doin’.’ And then this guy smashed ‘im.”
Ma looked down. She twisted her hands together. “That’s what he said – ‘You don’ know what you’re doin’?”
“Yeah!”
Ma said, “I wisht Granma could a heard.”
“Ma – I didn’ know what I was a-doin’, no more’m when you take a breath. I didn’ even know I was gonna do it.”
“It’s awright. I wisht you didn’ do it. I wisht you wasn’ there. But you done what you had to do. I can’t read no fault on you.” She went to the stove and dipped a cloth in the heating dishwater. “Here,” she said. “Put that there on your face.”
He laid the warm cloth over his nose and cheek, and winced at the heat. “Ma, I’m a-gonna go away tonight. I can’t go puttin’ this on you folks.”
Ma said angrily, “Tom! They’s a whole lot I don’ un’erstan’. But goin’ away ain’t gonna ease us. It’s gonna bear us down.” And she went on, “They was the time when we was on the lan’. They was a boundary to us then. Ol’ folks died off, an’ little fellas come, an’ we was always one thing – we was the fambly – kinda whole and clear. An’ now we ain’t clear no more. I can’t get straight. They ain’t nothin’ keeps us clear. Al – he’s a-hankerin’ an’ a-jibbitin’ to go off on his own. An’ Uncle John is jus’ a-draggin’ along. Pa’s lost his place. He ain’t the head no more. We’re crackin’ up, Tom. There ain’t no fambly now. An’ Rosasharn-” She looked around and found the girl’s wide eyes. “She gonna have her baby an’ they won’t be no fambly. I don’ know. I been a-tryin’ to keep her goin’. Winfiel’ – what’s he gonna be, this-a-way? Gettin’ wild, an’ Ruthie too – like animals. Got nothin’ to trus’. Don’ go, Tom. Stay an’ help.”
“O.K.,” he said tiredly. “O.K. I shouldn’, though. I know it.”
Ma went to her dishpan and washed the tin plates and dried them. “You didn’ sleep.”
“No.”
“Well, you sleep. I seen your clothes was wet. I’ll hang ‘em by the stove to dry.” She finished her work. “I’m goin’now. I’ll pick. Rosasharn. If anybody comes, Tom’s sick, you hear? Don’ let nobody in. You hear?” Rose of Sharon nodded. “We’ll come back at noon. Get some sleep, Tom. Maybe we can get outa here tonight.” She moved swiftly to him. “Tom, you ain’t gonna slip out?”
“No, Ma.”
“You sure? You won’t go?”
“No, Ma. I’ll be here.”
“Awright. ‘Member, Rosasharn.” She went out and closed the door firmly behind her.
Tom lay still – and then a wave of sleep lifted him to the edge of unconsciousness and dropped him slowly back and lifted him again.
“You – Tom!”
“Huh? Yeah!” He started awake. He looked over at Rose of Sharon. Her eyes were blazing with resentment. “What you want?”
“You killed a fella!”
“Yeah. Not so loud! You wanta rouse somebody?”
“What da I care?” she cried. “That lady tol’ me. She says what sin’s gonna do. She tol’ me. What chance I got to have a nice baby? Connie’s gone, an’ I ain’t gettin’ good food. I ain’t gettin’ milk.” Her voice rose hysterically. “An’ now you kill a fella. What chance that baby got to get bore right? I know – gonna be a freak, a freak! I never done no dancin’.”
Tom got up. “Sh!” he said. “You’re gonna get folks in here.”
“I don’ care. I’ll have a freak! I didn’ dance no hug-dance.”
He went near to her. “Be quiet.”
“You get away from me. It ain’t the first fella you killed, neither.” Her face was growing red with hysteria. Her words blurred. “I don’ wanta look at you.” She covered her head with her blanket.
Tom heard the choked, smothered cries. He bit his lower lip and studied the floor. And then he went to Pa’s bed. Under the edge of the mattress the rifle lay, a lever-action Winchester .38, long and heavy. Tom picked it up and dropped the lever to see that a cartridge was in the chamber. He tested the hammer on half-cock. And then he went back to his mattress. He laid the rifle on the floor beside him, stock up and barrel pointing down. Rose of Sharon’s voice thinned to a whimper. Tom lay down again and covered himself, covered his bruised cheek with the blanket and made a little tunnel to breathe through. He sighed, “Jesus, oh, Jesus!”
Outside, a group of cars went by, and voices sounded.
“How many men?”
“Jes’ us – three. Whatcha payin’?”
“You go to house twenty-five. Number’s right on the door.”
“O.K., mister. Whatcha payin’?”
“Two and a half cents.”
“Why, goddamn it, a man can’t make his dinner!”
“That’s what we’re payin’. There’s two hundred men coming from the South that’ll be glad to get it.”
“But, Jesus, mister!”
“Go on now. Either take it or go on along. I got no time to argue.”
“But-”
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